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'Every Vote Counts': Faculty and Staff Drive Students to Polling Places
MICHELLE GOLDCHAIN

News Editor
The community at Longwood
University not only exercised
their right to vote on Tuesday,
but their right to influence others
to vote as well.
From 8 a.m. to 7 p.m., volunteer
faculty and staff took students to
their polling places during the
General Election.
Around 15 to 20 student
volunteers assisted the project
as well by helping students get
in contact with the volunteer
drivers. A total of five volunteer
drivers
were
available
to
transport students to their
polling places.
The drivers included Associate
Professor of Sociology Dir.
Carl Riden, Nurse Practitioner
Dr. Jeanne Strunk, Associate
Professor
of
Mathematics
Dr. Jackie Hall, Professor of
Mathematics Dr. M. Leigh
Lunsford and Associate Professor
of English Mary Carroll-Hackett.
Lunsford coordinated the
faculty and staff volunteers, while
Carroll-Hackett coordinated the
siuuciu
student »uiiuucDLo.
volunteers.

By driving students to their
polling places, Carroll-Hackett
said, "This seemed like, to
me and to Dr. Lunsford, the
most practical way to help our
students in terms of helping
them actually understand and
access the power of their vote."
One reason why students
at Longwood University may
be dissuaded to vote during
elections is that they are unaware
of where nearby polling places
are, according to Carroll-Hackett.
Lunsford added that another
reason is that students may not
know that they can register to
vote in Prince Edward County.
This year marks the second
time
Carroll-Hackett
and
Lunsford offered driving services
to student voters with the help
of volunteers from students,
faculty and staff at Longwood
University.
Carroll-Hackett said, "Over
my teaching career, I've seen a
lot of young people doubt the
power of their vote. I've had
conversations with them again
and again where they say, 'My
vote doesn't matter.'"
She stated that she believes

there has been a shift where
younger generations are having
more influence in elections,
going back to Bill Clinton's
presidential
election.
She
commented that "young people
were absolutely a deciding
factor in the election of Barack
Obama."
Lunsford said, "If you want to
be represented in this democracy,
you better be voting."
Concerning why students
may
be
disinterested
in
becoming more aware of the
politics in their local, state or
national governments, CarrollHackett said, "I can understand
the impulse not to get in it. It
can be negative. It can be really
discouraging, but I also think
that I have a responsibility not
just for my own life, that if I
don't like something, I need to
say something, but I also think
I have a responsibility for all of Students Semein Washington and Madison Miller help faculty and staff drivers by gathering outside of Janet D.
those who come behind me."
Greenwood Library to notify students aboutridesto the nearest polling places In the Farmvllle area.
Carroll-Hackett said that evolution of American identity,
Lunsford said, "Every vote responsibility to vote, to exercise
the majority of the student and so we're constantly talking counts."
their power, to use their voice.
volunteers were from her English about our rights, roles and
On the younger generation People their age during the 1960s
203 American Literature course.
responsibilities as Americans as of voters, Carroll-Hackett said, stopped a world, changed the
She said, "When I teach if s demonstrated in the literature "Virginia belongs to them, world. I think if s their turn."
American Lit, I teach it as the historically."
and they have
right and
rusiuricaiiy.
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Longwood Emergency Response Team Tests CERT Training with Disaster Drill
MARY SANSONE

Copy Editor
The Longwood University
Emergency
Response
Team
(LUEFT) is a group of faculty
and student volunteers who are
trained to respond to man-made
or natural disasters.
This past Saturday, Nov. 2,
LUERT held a disaster response
training drill which started at the
Farmer's Market and continued
into a section of the High Bridge
Trail.
LUERT is recognized
recognized as

Community
Emergency or emergencies
Linda Rubin from the
Response
Team
(CERT),
Department
of
which is a Federal Emergency Virginia
Management Agency (FEMA) Emergency Management in
Chesterfield was present to
program.
According to Captain of assist in the drill on Saturday.
LUERT Corey Davis, "CERT is a She explained how the drill
national program t h a f s unified was merely meant to be
across America. I f s a program practice for LUERT to use the
under FEMA ... But there's skills they have learned from
none in this area of Virginia. So their CERT training.
us being a CERT team not only
serves Longwood's
campus See 'LUERT,'
in the event of a disaster or
Page 3
The LUERT practices their CERT training by tagging vltlms with colored ribbons to signify the extent of their Injuries.
emergency, it serves all this area
of
disaster
of Virginia
Virginia in
in the
the case
case of
of disaster
_ _
•
•
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New Men's Basketball Coach Jayson Gee
NICK CONIGUARO

Contributor
"My goal and my mindset
is [that] we're going to win a
championship ... I came here
to win a championship," new
Men's Basketball Head Coach
Jayson Gee said during a
welcoming press conference in
April.
Gee' is a spirited and
determined man. Every aspect
of his personality is seen and
felt by almost all the people he
comes in contact with.
Gee said that, even though he
played three sports, he began
as a young "fat kid" growing
u p in the blue-collar town of
Springfield, Ohio. In little league
baseball, he had to wear the
coach's uniform with no number
because there were no other
jerseys in his size.
Though he played football
as well, Gee played every
position in basketball with
the exception of point guard.
This earned him die chance to
play college basketball for the
University of Charleston, where
he had his most memorable
playing experience during his
sophomore season when the
team went 30-5.
"We won a game 142-92, and
that was the most points scored
in basketball. It was more than
the NBA All Star game that year,
more than any NBA regular

season game or college game,
Gee said. "Playing in that game
and seeing how everything we
threw u p went in and how it
was on TV, it was just a great
experience."
It was while Gee was in his
sophomore year of college that
he realized coaching basketball
was his calling. According to
Gee, his high school basketball
coach inspired him.
"He asked me, during the time
I was home for Christmas break
and working with the team, to
sit on the bench during a Friday
night game," Gee said of his
high school coach. He further
mentioned how sitting on the
bench during that game was a
"tremendous high."
Gee began his coaching career
in 1989 with a seventh grade
girls' team in Charleston, W.Va.
He mentioned how this was one
of his proudest coaching jobs. He
built such a strong connection
with those girls that, four years
after that season, they were in
his wedding.
"Now, we didn't win any games,
but we had a lot of fun and they
really taught me and showed
me the true spirit of a team,"
Gee said. "It wasn't just about
winning; it was about having
fun and growing relationships,
and making the season out to be
a positive life experience."
From there, Gee went on to
build up quite an impressive

, himself.
«.
. . . went.
résumé. for
He
from coaching that seventh
grade girls' team to being an
assistant coach at Youngstown
State University where he was
a Recruiting Coordinator. After
four years, he then went on to
be the Associate Head Coach at
Ohio University for three years.
At the age of 28, he became the
Head Coach at his alma mater,
the University of Charleston.
Following this, he went on to
be the Associate Head Coach
at St. Bonaventura University.
Next, he went to Cleveland State
University where he was the
Associate Head Coach.
One of his reasons for coming to
Longwood was so that he could
work with Athletic Director Troy
Austin. Gee explained, "I felt
like if you and your AD [Athletic
Director] have a connection,
then there's an opportunity to
do great things."
He continued to explain why
he chose to coach for Longwood,
saying, "I came here and saw
and felt the enthusiasm and the
commitment from the top down
to make this basketball program
a priority."
This enthusiasm and
commitment brought Gee to
Longwood. He hopes to bring
with him more wins, excitement
and championships.

More Basketball
on Page 10

Updates on Construction,
Renovations and Current Projects
from the Campus Master Plan
A

• I

MICHELLE GOLDCHAIN

News Editor
With the demolition of the
Cunningham Residence Halls,
the renovations to Stubbs Hall,
the construction of an Alumni
Center and current plans for a
new residence hall, as well as a
new academic building, there
is a lot to expect for Longwood
University in the next few
years with the Vision 2020
Comprehensive Campus Master
Plan.
The purpose of the Campus
Master Plan details the goals
and changes that will be made
to Longwood University for
the following seven years with
changes to the university's
physical space, facility needs
and infrastructure.
The goals and planning
assumptions for the Campus
Master Plan include growing
the
undergraduate
student
population to 5,600, for 60
percent of all students to be
housed in university-controlled
housing and for sustainability
to be an integral aspect to
campus planning, design and

I

A .

operations.
The Campus Master Plan was
originally created Sept. 12, 2008
by the team of Vice President for
Facilities Management Richard
Bratcher, Campus Master Plan
Coordinator
and
Facilities
Planner for Capital Planning
and Construction Jerry Jerome,
Campus Master Plan Assistant
Coordinator and Sustainability
Coordinator for Real Property
Management Kelly Martin and
Moseley Architects of Virginia
Beach.
The only change to the original
Campus Master Plan was on
March 30, 2012 when the Board
of Visitors approved building
the Alumni Center in the ground
floor of Blackwell Hall as
opposed to at the Tudor Home
on High Street.
Jerome said that the reason
for this change was that the space
was not big enough and that the
staff members in the Office of
Alumni Relations would prefer
to remain located on campus.
The construction of the
Alumni Center will begin this
winter. Jerome hopes for the
construction to be complete by

A

the end of spring 2014.
Martin said that, since
Blackwell Hall used to be used
as a dining hall for Longwood
students, for the Office of
Alumni Relations to be moved
there, it will be "like walking
back in time."
For the 2013-2014 academic
school year, Jerome stated that
nothing new will start or should
be expected to change.
Concerning the plans for the
construction of a new residence
hall, Jerome said that he is
unsure if the design phase for
it will begin due to the focus on
funding. He commented that a
new architect has yet to be hired
or advertised for the project.
The preferred location for the
new residence hall is the green
lawn in between ARC Residence
Hall and Race Street, but Jerome
said, "I can't say for sure that it
will be [located there]."
The Student Success Center
is currently in preliminary
planning with an estimated date
of construction being summer
2015.

See 'New Campus
Master Plan,' Page 3

Longwood User Support Services Plan to End Partnership with Dell
BECCA LUNDBERG

Editor-in-Chief
After a nearly 15-year
partnership
with
Dell
Corporation, the Longwood
University User Support Services
staff have decided not to renew
the contract with the company
in December. This means that
User Support Services will
no longer work with Dell to
provide specific laptop models
to interested students.
According to Kim Redford,
director of User Support Services,
less than 20 percent of the current
freshman class purchased a
Longwood Dell this year. This is
in comparison to the 95+ percent
that User Support Services saw
when the staff began the Dell
partnership in the late 1990s.
Redford explained, "It was.
at an all-time low this year, and it
was coming up on contract time.
So, we took a look at the numbers,

and how they have dropped
over the years, and' whether or
not it was worth the energy and
the overhead in maintaining
that contract because of the low
participation, and we decided,
'No.'"
According to Redford, the
User Support Services staff
has discussed
discontinuing
the contract for the past few
years, but made the decision
this fall when it was clear that a
significant number of students
were purchasing computers from
other companies.
While Redford said the contract
was of no monetary cost to
Longwood, "The demand is not
there, and it seems like an awful
lot of overhead and work when
there are so few students that
take advantage of it now."
Redford added that Longwood
had a "great relationship" with
Dell, and the decision to not
renew was not related to the

company itself.
Regarding why many students
stopped purchasing Longwood
Dells, Redford believes that "cost
is always a big component in
the decision-making process,"
as the Longwood Dells were
more expensive than some other
models due to the higher quality
of the laptops. She said the
number of students who already
had laptops in high school has
increased as well.
Redford said there are no
plans to start contracts with
other companies because trends
have shown that this would not
benefit students.
Students have never been
required
to
purchase
the
Dells as the laptops were
always a recommendation or a
"recommendation with benefits,"
Redford said.
• User Support Services will
continue to speak to students and
parents about the university's

laptop requirement and the
recommended
specifications
both at orientation and upon
request.
Redford said a great deal of
parents have become more
"tech savvy" over the years and
have been able to help students
purchase laptops outside of
the Dell agreement. She added
that parents or students who
need more guidance can easily
go to a laptop provider, inform
representatives of Longwood's
recommended specifications and
find a laptop to suit their needs.
Resident Technology Associates
(RTAs) will aid students in the
same manner they do currently
with software repairs and initial
hardware
troubleshooting,
according to Redford. The
difference is that a Dell-certified
technician will no longer conduct
warranty repairs in the longterm.
However, Redford said, User

Photo Illustration By: Baylee HoDotan

For 15 years, LU students have been able to purchase Dell laptops through
the school, but in December, this contract is not going to be renewed.

Support Services will "phase
students out."
She said, "If you were a student
who purchased a Longwood
Dell with the expectation that we
would have a Dell-certified tech
here to do a warranty repair for

you, we'll still do that."
Overall, Redford believes the
end of the contract is "not going
to impact a whole bunch of
students at this point" because of
students' lack of participation in
the program.

Kevsviile Drive-In Theatre Facing Tough Decision: Go Digital or Go Dark
W

.

¡CATHERINE VAUGHN

Contributor
With the current transition
from film to digital projection,
the Keysville Drive-In Theatre
has two choices after this season.
According to Keysville Drive-In
Owner Mark Frank, the options
are either to "go digital or go
dark."
The Keysville Drive-In is
roughly a half hour drive from
Longwood's campus and was
opened in 1952. The theatre
closed in 2001 but was reopened
by Frank in 2009.
The drive-in participated
in Honda Project Drive-In, a
campaign which raised money
to ultimately provide nine
digital projectors to different
drive-in movie theatres across
the country. In order to receive
a projector, the drive-ins had to
receive the most number of votes
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through online voting or texting
By the end of September, all nine
projectors were awarded to the
winning drive-ins, Keysville not
being a recipient.
•Many of the drive-ins that
competed for the projectors
were in regions with larger
populations, whereas Keysville
lacked voting numbers due to
its rural location. Despite the
lack of a digital projector, Frank
said Project Drive-In "got the
awareness out there" and caused
the Keysville Drive-In to become
a little busier than normal due to
the awareness that was made.
Theatres across the country
have made the switch to digital
over the past decade. Out of
all the theatres in the United
States, drive-ins have generally
been slower to convert and
rely on film technology. Frank
said, maybe "10 percent of the
theatres in America and almost

.1
I
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all ofr them
are in
rurali America,
are running 35 mm film. I f s just
getting tough to find."
The Keysville Drive-In is
facing a tremendous pressure
to convert to digital due to the
decrease in film production,
according to Frank. The fade
out of 35 mm film is as hard to
come by as a video home system
(VHS). The medium of film is
in the process of being replaced
by "an eight pound digital hard
drive" that can easily be shipped
to theatres.
Several advantages of
converting to digital projection
are the lower costs of shipping,
the consistent picture quality
and the physical ease of starting
a movie.
According to Frank, "As long
as you don't have any corrupt
files, you can play that picture
a million times over and over
again and the quality won't go

MICHELLE GOLDCHAIN

News Editor
Voters readied their ballots
this past Tuesday at Virginia's
General Elections.
The nominees for Virginia's
Gubernatorial
Election
included Democrat Terry
McAuliffe,
Republican
Kenneth
Thomas
"Ken"
Cuccinelli II and Libertarian
Robert Christopher Sarvis.
The nominees for Virginia's
Lieutenant
Governor
Election included Democrat
Ralph
Shearer
Northam
and Republican Earl Walker
Jackson, Sr.
The nominees for Virginia's
Attorney General Election
included Republican Mark
D. Obenshain and Democrat

Robert Sarvis (L):
89 votes. 22%
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1,004,993 total votes, and
Sarvis lost with 6.6 percent of
the votes with 145,756 total
votes.
For Virginia Lieutenant
Governor, Northam won
55.5 percent of the votes with
1,209,393 total votes and
)ackson lost with 44.5 percent
of the votes with 969,547 total
votes.
For Virginia Attorney
General, Obenshain won
with 50.27 percent of the
votes and Herring lost with
49.52 percent of the votes.
Longwood freshman
Aleena Gharib voted on
Tuesday. She said, "Voting is
important because I feel that
as a young person, I have
most of the impact for the
next four years, and I feel it's
important to
just do my
civic duty to
vote."
Gharib
said,
"All
throughout
high
school,
I was in a
bunch
of
different clubs.
I was in Young
Democrats,
and I've been
influenced by
my family as
well to vote."
Speaking
on why she
Ken Cuccinelli (R):
believes
177 votes. 44%
students
should
vote,
she said, "I
think
that
more students
should
vote
because
so
far ... elderly
people
vote
the most, and
by the time
things
kick
in and the
by Young Americans for
system starts

Mark R. Herring.
Over the course of
Tuesday, Nov. 5, Greenwood
Library broadcasted election
coverage through the digital
monitor in the atrium.
Throughout the fall
semester,
the
Student
Government
Association
influenced students to utilize
the online voter registration
tool, TurboVote.
By 11:20 p.m. on Tuesday,
with 99 percent of the
precincts reporting, the live
election results posted on
Huffington Post reported that
McAuliffe won as Virginia
Governor with 47.9 percent of
the votes, totaling 1,059,524
votes.
Cuccinelli lost with 45.5
percent of the votes with

Who did students vote for in the
gubernatorial election?

Rachel Faughnan

TO CONTACT BUSINESS/ADS

fVioafrec
wifViinaaroughly
rniitrhlv20-mile
20-mile
theatres within
radius of the Town of Farmville.
Business that usually goes to the
drive-in would be forced to drive
to Sunchase or to attend a theatre
farther from home.
Sunchase Cinema General
Manager Debbie Hunt said she
hasn't seen much competition
between the two theatres because
each theatre has a distinct
audience. The drive-in could
be seen to cater to families with
children, and Sunchase brings in
many college students.
"In some ways, it's a different
crowd that's into drive-in and
into theatre," Hunt said.
Hunt added, "They are not able
to show a variety of movies like
we do. They show two, and we
show eight at a time."
Sunchase has made the leap
from film to digital, and each of
the theatre rooms has its own
digital projector. Certain rooms

also have
have aa machine
machine that
th can
also
switch between showing two
dimensional (2D) and three
dimensional (3D) movies.
Currently, the drive-in is only
open seasonally from March
through November and will
show its last film of this year,
"The Hunger Games: Catching
Fire," starting Nov. 22. After that
last film is shown, the drivein will go into what Frank calls
"hibernation." Once the drivein closes for the winter, anyone
interested in going to see a movie
will need to drive to Sunchase
Cinema 8.
If the Keysville Drive-In
eventually closes due to the
inability to convert to digital
technology, there would be a
shift in local theatre business.
Hunt said, "I'm sure we would
have to pick up some" of the
business if the drive-in chose to
"go dark."

Students Comment on McAuliffe as Virginia Governor-Elect

Victoria Walker
Carly Shaia

Jeff Halliday
Mike Mergen
Lauren Karidis

down. "
The bigge&t argument against
converting to digital was the
cost to make the transition. "It
just doesn't make sense to buy
an $80,000 machine ... It would
only keep me in business. It
wouldn't make me any money,"
said Frank.
On the other hand, film is a
technology that does get worn
down over time. The more a reel
of 35 mm film is played over
time, the more the quality of the
picture goes down. The key to
keeping film in good condition
is to make sure the film is kept
clean and to fix any mechanical
issues quickly.
If the theatre does not decide
to "go digital" when production
of film ceases, this could mean
a change in theatre business
around Farmville. The Keysville
Drive-In Theatre and Sunchase
Cinema 8 are the only two

T N , M

Terry McAuliffe
(D): 137 votes.
34%

Straw poll conducted
Liberty

rebuilding itself with a new
governor, these people might
not even be here anymore, so
their decisions are what we're
going to have to deal with as
younger kids."
Longwood sophomore
Thomas Seavey said that he
did not vote in the General
Election, saying, "I had no
idea the election went on."
"I don't hate voting. I just
don't have a strong knowledge
base in politics ... to make
an educated choice on a
candidate, plus I haven't been
keeping up with the news,"
Seavey said, commenting
that
responsibilities
like
schoolwork
kept
him
distracted.
Longwood sophomore
Matthew Harrington said
that he did not vote in the
General Election, but added,
"I like politics. I just didn't
vote. I don't know why."
Harrington commented
that he will probably vote
during the next election.
He said that if students
and professors spoke more
about this latest election that
he would have been more
inclined to vote.
Gharib commented on
how she felt about students'
opinions on the General
Election, saying, "Of all the
people I talk to ... I was the
only person who cared."
Gharib added, "It just
makes me angry because I
think i f s so important."
Read more below to learn
more about the nominees
who ran for Virginia's
General Election:
According to the Terry
McAuliffe
website,
"McAuliffe is a businessman,
entrepreneur and dad who
has lived in Fairfax County,
Va. for over 20 years."
He was born in Syracuse,
N.Y, and currently resides in
McLean, Va. with his wife

and five children.
According to the Ken
Cuccinelli
website,
"His
experience as a small business
owner and an attorney had
uniquely
prepared
him
for his role in the General
Assembly." He was born in
Edison, N.J. and currently
resides in Nokesville, Va. with
his wife and seven children.
According to the Robert
Sarvis website, "He has
a
diverse
professional
background, with experience
as an entrepreneur and smallbusiness owner, a software
engineer and mobile-app
developer, a math teacher,
and a lawyer." He was born
in Fairfax, Va. and currently
resides in Annandale, Va.
with his wife and two
children.
According to the Ralph
Northam website, "Ralph
Northam has a record in the
Virginia Senate that uniquely
qualifies him to effectively
navigate
the
legislative
process and protect our values
that have too often been
under attack with Republican
control in Richmond."
He was born in
Nassawadox,
Va.
and
currently resides in Norfolk,
Va. with his wife and two
children. Eastern Virginia
Medical School.
According to the E. W. Jackson
website, he was born in
Chester, Penn. and currently
resides in Chesapeake, Va.
with his wife.
According to the Mark
Obenshain
website,
he
was born in Richmond, Va.
and currently resides in
Harrisonburg, Va. with his
wife.
According to the Mark
Herring website, he was born
in Johnson City, Tenn. and
currently resides in Loudoun
County, Va. with his wife and
two children.
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SGA Approves Three New Constitutions

LUERT

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
or sticks penetrating their skin
Further explaining the drill, while others were burn victims
Rubin said, "The scenario is or simply had multiple cuts and
people were walking and playing bruises.
"(CERT is] formulating and
in the park and a storm blew up,
and so they went for shelter, training more people to be there
and the shelter collapsed. And and prepared to help until the
so we have a lot of injuries and response gets there. They can
impaled objects, broken bones, help withfirstaid; they can help
scratches and scrapes. And there with triage, which is marking
happened to be CERT members victims as to how badly they're
who were there at the time, and hurt, so when thefirstresponders
they're going to try and help come they know where to go first
them until the first responders and not waste time," said Rubin.
arrive."
Victims are marked with tags
Volunteers played the parts of depending on the seriousness of
their injuries.
the disaster victims in the drill.
A green tag is equivalent to
Explaining where the volunteers
were found, Longwood Safety "go," meaning they are capable
Compliance Officer and Faculty of walking and moving around.
Advisor for LUERT Tony A yellow tag means they need
Williams said, "[Corey Davis] "immediate" attention. Aredtag
spread the word, and I had one means "acute," and these victims
of the professors in our drama/ require the most attention. A
theatre department ... spread black tag means "dead."
the word ... So it was just word
"Our motto is safetyfirst,"said
of mouth. I even had some of the Rubin. "Do the most good for
role players' family members."
the most people in the quickest
The victims were made to amount of time."
The members of LUERT
look like they had real injuries
by "moulage," which Rubin always work in teams. Rubin
explained to be the proper explained how the teams have
application of makeup and other approximately 30 seconds to
such things to make the actors determine how badly someone
is hurt before it is time for them
look like they hadrealinjuries.
She further explained that to move on and help the next
moulage is a technique often victim.
After they tag the victims, a
used to assist in training
transport
team is called to collect
Emergency Response Teams.
the
individuals.
Some of the victims were made
The drill mainly tested LUERT
to look like they had glass shards

on their skills and knowledge
in cribbing, fire suppression,
triage, treatment, and search and
rescue.
Williams said, "Right now, the
team is just organized to help
out the emergency manager, so
in other words, from our office
during a disaster ... Now, we
would like to move forward and
do a little bit more, but there's
some hoops and hurdles that
need to be overcome. We want to
do emergency medical services,
kind of like we want to be like
a mini rescue squad on the
campus."
"Currently, we have the
capabilities and do respond to
any and all types of emergencies
on campus. [When] the fire
alarms are going off, we help
with evacuations of the dorms
and everything. We do stand
bys at the basketball games in
case of emeigency evacuations
and medical stand bys and just
any and all types of events on
campus," said Davis.
Davis continued, "We are
a very active organization ...
If [you] see us around in our
uniforms or vehicles, don't be
afraid to ask us questions or stop
by or anything."
Davis also wants students
to know that they are always
looking for more members for
LUERT. If you are interested in
joining, you can contact him at
corey.davis@live.longwood.edu.

BECCA LUNDBERG

Editor-in-Chief
Tuesday, Nov. 5, the Student
Government
Association
(SGA) meeting began with
a presidential inauguration
announcement from Dr. Larissa
Fergeson, associate professor of
History. She reported that the
ceremony, which will take place
on Lancaster Mall at 3:30 p.m. on
Friday, Nov. 15, will be open to
all students. SGA Vice President
Steven Sommer will greet
President W. Taylor Reveley IV
on behalf of the student body.
Fergeson said the ceremony
will last about an hour and
15 minutes. Following the
ceremony, the SGA will escort
Reveley down Brock Commons
as heringsthe Longwood Bell 26
times to symbolize his role as the
university's 26th president.
According to Fergeson, there
will be a special inauguration
dinner in the Dorrill Dining Hall
(D-Hall), where Reveley will
meet with students.
To begin open forum. Senator
Joe Gills mentioned that the
Quality Enhancement Plan (QEP)
naming competition is running
until Friday, Nov. 8. The topic
is student research/academic
inquiry.
Executive Senator Jessica
Darst said that students are
allegedly stealing cups from
D-Hall because to-go cups are
no longer offered. Sommer said

it is important for students to
remember that stealing items
from D-Hall is an Honor Code
violation.
Webmaster Kasey Haddock
said a student hasrequestedthat
there be a change machine in
Curry Hall. She suggested that
there be a joint change machine
for Curry and Frazer Hall.
Virginia 21 Representative
Brandon Kelly brought up the
fact that Longwood does not offer
healthcare plans to students. He
said that a number of universities
offer this type of plan and that
some schools even include it in
students' tuition.
Historian Paige Rollins moved
to approve the constitutions
for three organizations: Career
Educators, the mission of which
is to serve as ambassadors for the
Academic Career and Advising
Center, put on programming
in residence halls and educate
students on ACACresources;the
Gaming Club, which is meant
to spread the knowledge of
different gaming styles including
video games, card games, board
games, Role Playing Games and
Live Action Role Playing; and
the Graduate Stiident Advisory
Board, which strives to serve as
the official voice of the graduate
student population on campus.
The Senate approved all of the
motions.
Darst reported that from the
600 people surveyed at Lancer
Madness, it appears that students

would like a stallion with a lance
as a future statue on campus.
More information about this
venture will be available soon.
SGA President Haley Vest then
discussed the Senate's official
opinion on Zimride/RidePost,
which was brought up during
the Senate's Oct. 30 meeting.
The overall consensus was that
providing students rides with a
somewhat costly service is not
necessarily a priority because
student senators did not feel
there was a need for it. The
Senate approved the motion to
not pursue the project.
On behalf of the Student Finance
Committee (SFC), Treasurer Alex
Julian moved to allocate $2,677.76
to the Longwood University Peer
Health Educators for a conference
in November. Vest made a
friendly amendment to reduce
the allocation to $2,405.52. Julian
accepted the amendment and the
SGA approved the allocation.
The SGA then approved the
SFC's motions to allocate $854.82
to the National Association for
Music Education for a conference,
$370.20 to the Student Advisory
Board for Premium Outlets
shopping trip transportation and
$220 to the Longwood Dressage
Team.
Students, faculty and staff
interested in seeing the SGA at
work can attend the next meeting
on Tuesday, Nov. 12 at 3:45 p.m.
in the B and C rooms of the
Lankford Student Union.

Town Officials Describe Halloween Weekend as More Quiet than Usual
MICHELLE GOLDCHAIN

News Editor
This weekend brought
more than tricks or treats as
^ongwood University students
celebrated Halloween. Chief of
he Farmville Police Department
FPD) Doug Mooney reported
on any incidents that occurred
over the course of the weekend,
>ut despite any of the following
incidents he commented on, he
iaid, "We had no problems at
all."
Mooney said that there was
one noise complaint at a house
on Buffalo Street. When a police
officer from the Farmville Police
Department (FPD) went to
|he location where the noise
Complaint was, Mooney reported
hat "everyone complied" and
urned the music down with no
irrests made.
The only other noise complaint
that Mooney said occurred
was at "an off-campus housing
area." The noise complaint
regarded someone with their
music too loud in their vehicle.
Mooneyreportedthat no arrests
were made and that the person

complied by turning down their
stereo.
Mooney stated that Longwood
University
students
gave
information to the FPD on
possible pranks that would occur
on Halloween.
"We were able to take some
measures to prevent things
that would have or could have
potentially hurt somebody;"
Mooney said.
Mooney gave information
on one prank that the students
informed them about. Allegedly,
students planned to freeze eggs
and throw them at vehicles. In
reaction to this warning, the
FPD increased patrols at student
housing and at Farmville Area
Bus (FAB) stops. He added that
such a prank could have greatly
harmed a person, caused a
car crash or caused property
damage.
Mooney stated that only one
Longwood University student
was arrested during the course
of the weekend. Reportedly,
the student was intoxicated at
McDonald's and danced on the
roof of one of the cars at the
location.

"He didn't even know
who owned it ...We probably
prevented him from, getting
assaulted because they [the
driver] were going after him
when the officer saw all this,"
Mooney said.
Despite this incident for the
four years that Mooney has
worked for the FPD, he reported
that this .»year's Halloween
weekend had the fewest calls per
service involving students from
Longwood University.
Mooney reported that every
year's
Halloween
holiday
typically brings six or so noise
complaints. This year, Mooney
said that there were only two.
Mooney said, "I've heard tales
that tilings used to be a whole
lot more crazy, and not only
Longwood students, but our
permanent residents, and I can
tell you, I haven't really seen a
problem since I've been here. In
fact, the problem has gotten less
and less." •
He added, "It was a very quiet
night in town, not only with our
Longwood students, but with
our local residents and guests
that visited the Town. It was a

very nice evening."
Town Manager of the Town of
Farmville Gerry Spates said that
he did not hear any complaints
about Longwood University
students over the course of the
weekend.
Spates said, "It was very
quiet and we appreciate all the
support w£ get from the students
with helping with our progress
downtown."
Spates said that he appreciated
the assistance that student
volunteers gave to the Town
of Farmville at the Halloween
Costume Parade that occurred
on Main Street
"We had a lot of students
downtown giving out candy to
the kids," he said.
On parking, there were some
complaints from students who
described having difficulties in
finding available parking space»
over the course of the weekend.
One Lancer Park resident who
chose to remain anonymous said,
"There were so many commuters
parked in Lancer Park."
The student said that when they
could not find a parking space
near where she lived, she called

the LUPD. The student said that
she was told by the LUPD that
the parking issue would be taken
care of, After finding no other
parking spaces, the student then
parked in a visitor parking space
to later find a parking ticket the
next day with the price of $50.
"I'm not going to park a mile
from my building when there is
a parking spot in the lot that I'm
parking at whether it's a visitor
or not" the student said.
The student added, "If s really
annoying. I feel like I shouldn't
have so many difficulties finding
a parking space when I pay so
much money;", : '.;:.£
The student commented that
there are similar issues with
finding parking spaces during
events like Oktoberfest and
Spring Weekend.
"Ifeelthere should be assigned
parking spots," the student said.
The following reports came
from the Daily Crime Log by
Tuesday, Nov. 5, as posted on
the Police Department webpage
on the Longwood University
website:
On Oct 31 at 6:17 p.m., there
was an incident of possession

of marijuana at Cox Hall. The
disposition was cleared anc
unfounded.
There was an incident of drunl
in public at Lancer Park. The
disposition was cleared and the
prosecution was declined on Oct
31 at 11:12 p.m.
On Nov. 1 at 2:21 pjn., then
was an incident of vandalism
at Stubbs Parking Lot. The
disposition was pending.
There was a hit and run acddenl
at Cox Parking Lot on Nov. 2 ai
1:20 a.m. The disposition waf
pending.
On Nov. 3 at 12:11 a.m., there
was an incident of drunk ir
public and underage pbssessior
of alcohol at Fraser Hall. The
disposition was cleared with ar
arrest.
There were three incidents oi
underage possession of alcohol
at Back Hampden-Sydney Roat
on Nov. 3 at 12:30 a.m. The
disposition was cleared, and the
subject wasreferredto Conduct
Board.
On Nov. 3 at 2:19 a.m., there
was an incident of vandalism
at Vernon Street Lot. The
disposition was pending.

New Campus Master Plan
According to the Campus
Master Plan, the Student Success
Center will be approximately
26,000 gross square feet and
will house Student Accounts,
Parking Services, Registration,
Financial
Aid,
Housing,
Telecommunications, IT Help
Desk, the Academic & Career
Advising
Center, Learning
Center, Student Athletic Support
Services, the Office of Disability
Services, Longwood Seminar
and the Office of First Year
Experience & Family Programs.
Facilities Management is
currently in its stages for hiring
an architect for a new academic
building that is being planned.
The academic building is set to
be built behind French Hall on
top of where the tennis courts
were located.
Jerome said that there is still
no knowledge as to which
departments or facilities would
be moved into the new academic
building, and was unable to say
when planning or construction
would begin for the project.
Jerome described the new
academic building by saying it
would look similar to Grainger
Hall in that it would include

faculty offices and classrooms.
The academic building is
planned to have four floors, as
well as be "multi-purpose and
flexible," according to Jerome.
With the construction of the
new academic building, Jerome
said that other departments may
move into Grainger Hall.
Jerome said, "The academic
buildings around campus - the
art building, the music building,
the communication studies
building, the science building,
the business building, the IT
building - all of these things are
pretty specific, and we hope that
this building will be able to be
used by many different academic
disciplines and organizations
because ifs getting more and
more difficult to get money to
build educational facilities."
With the new academic
building, the hope is for multiple
academic
disciplines
and
programs to be able to utilize its
resources.
Facilities Management is still
in the process of the preliminary
phase for the project and has
yet to hire the architect for the
project.
The general funds for the
project are appropriated from the

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
nine sororities previously located
Virginia General Assembly.
On the renovations to French in Stubbs Hall were relocated
Hall, Jerome said completion is into the Cunningham Residence
expected to be in the early spring Halls.
The nine sororities include
semester of 2014.
French Hall will house the Alpha Gamma Delta, Delta Zeta,
Information Technology Services Zeta Tau Alpha, Kappa Delta,
Department
the
WMLU Alpha Sigma Alpha, Sigma Sigma
student-run radio station, as Sigma, Sigma Kappa, Alpha
well as selected aspects of Sigma Tau, and Alpha Delta Pi.
the Communication Studies The sisters of the National PanDepartment and the Theatre Hellenic Council sorority, Alpha
Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc., do not
program.
Renovations to Stubbs Hall live in Stubbs Hall, but do have a
are expected to be completed chapterroomwithin Stubbs Hall,
summer 2014 and will be open according to Acevedo.
According to the Residential &
for the 2014-2015 academic year,
Commuter Life (RCL) webpage
according to Jerome.
Martin said that renovations on the Longwood University
to Stubbs Hall include the website, the total occupancy for
installation of air conditioning, Stubbs Hall is 184.
The Theta Chi Fraternity chapter
new finishing, new lights, new
bathrooms as well as new safety room currently located within the
Cunningham Residence Halls
equipment andfirealarms.
During the planning for Stubbs will be demolished along with the
Hall, there was a focus on safely residence hall's demolishment.
moving out and storing valuables Afterwards, Theta Chi will have
within the chapter rooms. The no chapter room on campus.
valuables will be moved back There are currently 60 brothers in
into the respective chapter Theta Chi fraternity, according to
rooms once the construction is Acevedo.
Once Stubbs Hall finishes
completed.
and reopens,
Associate Director for construction
Fraternity and Sorority Life Acevedo said that the residence
Wolfgang Acevedo said that the hall will include a space that will

highlight Longwexxi University's
Greek history, including its
founding of four alpha chapters:
Sigma Sigma Sigma, Zeta Tau
Alpha, Alpha Sigma Alpha and
Kappa Delta.
The grand opening for this
space will be September 2014 and
will include the alumni from the
four alpha chapters at the event,
according to Acevedo.
"I think as the university
grows, we need to look at
supporting our fraternities and
sororities just to be connected to
the university," Acevedo said.
Associate Director of
Residential
Operations for
Residential & Commuter Life
Doug Howell said that there
are currently 165 occupants in
South Cunningham Hall, 92
occupants in Main Cunningham
Hall and 114 occupants in
North Cunningham Hall. The
Cunningham Residence Halls are
currently occupying eight male
students, some staff members,
international students, freshman,
upperclassmen, transfer students
and sorority sisters relocated
from Stubbs Hall.
Jerome said that during the
2014 summer, RCL will move the
furniture out of the Cunningham

Residence
Halls.
Facilities
Management will then move out
hazardous materials, including
lead and asbestos.
Jerome expects the demolition
process of the Cunningham
Residence Halls to begin late in
the 2014 summer.
Other changes to expect for
the 2014 summer include the
complete replacement of Willett
Hall's air conditioning. The
project will be done in phases and
is expected to be complete by fall
2015. The main gym in Willett
Hall will be open to the public by
the start of the basketball season
during the fall 2014 semester.
For the 2014-2015 academic
school year, Jerome believes the
installation for a third boiler in
the heating plant will begin. He
commented that this project is
still in early planning.
Concerning future construction
plans, Martin said, "There are a
lot of changes on campus that
will be coming up in the next
couple of years like building
maintenance and stuff, but not
anything major."
On the Campus Master Plan,
Jerome said, "This is still going
strong."

LU Anime Club still Going Strong after
Seven Years on Campus - Vice President
Answers Questions about Organization
E) DOWUNG

Features Editor
Longwood University has
a large variety of clubs that
range from playing chess to
belly dancing. The number of
club choices is one of the draws
of prospective students to
Longwood. One of these clubs
is Longwood's Anime Club.
Founded in 2006, the Anime
Qub is seven years old this
year and in honor of that
celebration, Anime Qub Vice
President Jennifer Hall was
able to answer a few questions.
EJ D o w l i n g : To start off,
what exactly is anime?
Jennifer Hall: Anime is
loosely defined as animation
that originates in Japan. It can
really be anything and is no
set genre, just so long as it's
animated.
EJD: What is your role in
Anime Club?
JH: My role is vice president.
As VP, I am in charge of

organizing most of our events. with an announcement of
I also try to be the "face" of any upcoming events, trips,
[the] club and be a bit more etc. that Anime Qub will be
social and approachable, but doing. We then announce the
this semester I'm not able to anime that we'll be showing
be at most meetings, so that's that night, which the members
vote on a few days prior to the
difficult
meetings, and show it. At about
EJD: What do you love most halfway through the meeting,
we take a 10 minute break to
about the dub?
allow our members to get up,
JH: I love that our dub is so walk around and get a snack if
laid back. Our members can they choose to.
reallyrelaxand enjoy [the] dub
without having to worry about
dues, mandatory events, etc EJD: How does a student jean
I think that's what makes our the dub?
JH: Anyone can join Anime
dub so popular.
Qub as there are no dues or
EJD: When are your meetings? particular responsibilities for
JH: Our meetings are every the members. Of course, we
Wednesday night from 7 p.m. to ask our members to help out
10 p.m. unless there is a holiday at events such as Oktoberfest
or Spring Weekend booths,
or the university is dosed. This
but other than that, you can
semester, we're holding our
simply show up, watch anime
meetings in Chichester, but
and we consider you a beloved
that may vary from semester to
member.
semester.
EJD: What are some things
that occur during the meetings?
JH: Ever meeting starts

Anime Qub was started in
October of 2006, so it just
celebrated its 7th anniversary.
We started with only 4-5
- members and are going strong
today with between 20-40
members each meeting.

EJD: Do you sponsor any
events?
JH: Yes, we sponsor a dub trip
to Katsucon in Maryland every
February. We put a certain
amount of funds- toward the
price of the trip, induding
the room and parking, and
members pay the difference.
What would usually cost
someone over $500 to go to
ends up costing less than $100
in some cases, depending on
how much [the] dub can put
toward it. We also provide
transportation to and from the
convention.
It isreallya great opportunity
for our members who wouldn't
usually be able to go to a
EJD: How long has the dub convention until much later
in life, if at all, to experience
been around?
it with friends and others who
JH: Longwood University
share their hobby.

Humans vs.
Zombies
(Top) A student rests after the
second round. (Second from Top)
Sophomore Ryan Harris runs from
the zombies behind him. (Bottom
Right) The group waits to find
out who will be chosen to be the
zombies. (Bottom Left) Junior Alex
Morton prepares for the next battle.

You Shouldn't Let
College Pass You By
EJ D O W U N G

Features Editor

chatting with professors, eating
at the dining hall, shopping at 3
in the morning at our lovely WalMart, and I just realized I don't
want to forget that.
I don't want to forget all the good
times I have had at Longwood
all because my last semester is so
stressful. Which, by the way, is
completely my fault.
I chose my schedule and my
dasses, I dedded to keep my
job during the semester which
I did not have to do, I wanted
to stay involved and I chose to
graduate a semester when I had
no obligation to do so. *
The series of events that I go
through in a day are probably
no more than anyone else has
to go through, and I know I am
not the only one who is probably
completely burnt out by now.
Just remember, we are in the
homestretch now.
Almost done. Just a few
more weeks and we are off for
Thanksgiving, then just one more
week of dasses and we'll end on
a high note of final exams. Just
don't forget to breathe.
The more I reflect on the
majority of this semester that
has finally passed us by, the
more Irealizethat overextending
yourself is not okay.
I had to learn the hard way
that if s okay to take time for you
(and in my case, hang out with
my fiancé more.)
But, don't forget that you're
here at Longwood for a reason
and that there still might be more
you want to do.
Don't let the good moments
pass you by and please don't
forget the little things like going
to Huddle House at 4 a.m. or
having drinks (only for those
over 21) with your friends.
New Lancer Days did teach
us to not just let college pass us
by,rememberthese are supposed
to be the best four years of our
lives.

Now, I may have wished this
upon myself by getting engaged
and all but this semester has been
work overload.
When you are a college senior
and are trying to graduate early,
stuff just gets shoved to the side,
even when you don't want it to.
Espeaally when you try to do
too much, forget about the little
things and almost let college
pass you by.
Wedding planning is a
complicated process that I had
neverrealizeduntil myfiancéput
that diamond ring on my finger.
When he got down on one knee
in Las Vegas over the summer, I
had no idea that my last semester
of college was going to go by so
slowly.
I feel like this semester has
just dragged on from the first
glimpse of campus in August
to now, a November where the
weather is so unpredictable you
don't know what to wear.
The molasses speed of this
semester probably has something
to do with the wedding.
Choosing a date nearly 18
months from your engagement
can be a serious drag.
My fiancé and I were
completely in that moment right
after I had just said yes, he and I
really did not know what would
come next. Everything went by
so fast then.
I guess it is true that time
flies when you're having fun.
We both knew eventually things
would have to slow down and
that pretty much meant school
was looming.
Senior year, or semester in my
case, started and the days started
to run together after going to
classes in the morning, going to
work, then back to classes, then
back to work, then meetings and
all the while trying to find time
to see my future husband.
This editorial is an opinion stated by
Maybe I'm just overwhelmed
the writer and does not represent the
with the prospect of everything
views of The Rotunda or Longwood
this fall (the work, the papers,
the presentations, the meetings, University.
the constantly going) that I never
Check out the
stopped to really look around
and enjoy my last semester at
Features section
Longwood.
For three and almost-a-half
next week for a
years, I have been in Farmville
living with my best friends,
fresh topic!

The Rotunda would like to correct the following problems in last week's Issue:
CORRECTIONS

COMPILED

BY

FEATURES

EJ

DOWUNG,

EDITOR, AND PROVIDED TO THE
ROTUNDA BY D R . LEE BIDWELL,
AREA

COORDINATOR

SOCIOLOGY

FOR

DEPARTMENT

THE
(VIA

EMAIL COMMUNICATION)

Dr. Lee Bidwell (Correcting
the misprint of Liz Bidwell, as

well as not stating her doctorate of Sociology Anthropology
degree) is the Area Coordinator (Correcting the printing of
Archeology)
and
Criminal
for the Sociology Department.
She did riot want to work at Justice, the majors offered are
a school that was a small as the option for a Bachelor of Arts
her undergraduate institution, (B.A.), and a Bachelor of Science
Maryville College (Correcting (B.S.) in Sodology, a B.A., B.S.
the
misquote
of
Mary in Anthropology, and a B.S. in
Criminology & Criminal Justice.
Washington).
The department constantly
The Cook Cole College of Arts
and Sciences has a department strives to retain the theoretical

(Correcting
the
misquoted
word of theological) side of the
disdpline.
Students who wish to study
Criminal Justice may graduate
with at B.S. in Criminology and
Criminal Justice (Correcting the
word OR in between criminology
and criminal justice, and clears
up the language to explain that
Criminology & Criminal Justice

is a stand alone majors not a
concentration within sodology).
Research Methods is a dass
offered so students can leam
research techniques (Correcting
the misquote of Main Research
Techniques).
Longwood University joins
other universities who offer
family life classes (Correcting
the words, Longwood is unique

to offer family life dasses).
The opportunity for students
to concentrate in family studies
is an attractive feature of the
Sodology major (Correcting
the
misinterpretation
that
Longwood's family studies
curriculum is unique to just
Longwood).
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Sigma Sigma Sigma Raises Nearly $900
for The Robbie Page Memorial Fund
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On Saturday, Oct. 19, the
Alpha chapter of Tri Sigma
held their second annual
Fall Festival. The festival
raised almost $900 for Tri
Sigma's Philanthropy, The
Robbie Page Memorial
Fund.
Both Farmville residents
and Longwood students
were in attendance and
enjoying the games, food
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and fun.
The Robbie Page Memorial
Fund was named after a former
national president of Tri Sigma's
son, Robbie Page. Robbie died
at the age of five of polio. The
Robbie Page Memorial Fund
was established in order to
raise money for research into a
polio cure. After accomplishing
the goal of curing polio, the
fund moved on to therapeutic
play for terminally ill children.
To honor this goal, one of Tri
Sigma's mottos is, "Sigma

serves children."
The sisters of Tri Sigma's
Alpha chapter are dedicated to
raising money for The Robbie
Page Memorial Fund and
participating in therapeutic
play. Every semester, the sisters
take multiple trips to the North
Carolina Children's Hospital at
Chapel Hill where one of the
Robbie Page play atriums is
located. The sisters spend two
hours playing with the children
in the hospital and spending
time with the families.

This event is planned not
only to help raise money for
the Fund but also serve the
children in the Farmville
community.
The children and families
that arrived got to play
games like needle in a hay
stack, cupcake walk and
many more. Tri Sigma was
honored to host an event
for the children of the
community and raise money
for such an important cause.
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Welcome to the first week
Q of "Wednesdays, With a Side
I> of Sex!" This first week is
quite serious, but don't let that
V)
5 discourage you from reading the
column every week, for it won't
E
> always be so. Ill talk about sex,
Ul and hopefully youll read about
ci i t
I
>
Sex. We all know what it is.
w Sex is everywhere. It dominates
S our everyday lives. We cannot
z> turn on the television or surf the
Internet without running into i t
Ul
Although, it is not like we are
ö
trying to run from it either. We
don't try to hide from it* it just
Ul appears around us without any
ö invitation. We're in college, so we
I
> understand sexual innuendos,
Ul especially with pop culture these
0 days. But does that mean we
z> should just accept i t even when
we know we are not the only
Ul ones seeing it?
5
Is our society run by sex? Is
someone always trying to sell
Ul sex?
In commercials about
0 alcohol, we never see the alcohol
z
>
until the last seconds of the
co advertisement. Instead, viewers
find themselves looking at
z> half naked women or the most
interesting man in die world
Ul
(who is usually surrounded by
Ë women). When did it become
z>
the Social norm to advertise
U) alcohol with half naked women?
anything for that matter?
z Or
It's because of sex. If s because
0) sex has become so socially
Ö acceptable.
z
Now, we are in college, so
>
we
get i t But the TV shows we
Ul
are watching are on the same
z channels that younger children
>
are watching. They sit in front
of the televisions and watch as
women and men (let's not forget
1>
the half naked men) parade
Ul aroimd the screen advertising
<7¡ this orthat. They probably don't
Z seefit; as an advertisement; all
they see is naif-naked people.
Not the actual action of sex, but
S
a sexualization of the product all
the same.
Sex doesn't even mean just
having sex anymore. Sex
basically is the shortened form
of sexual appeal. Sexual appeal
sells, as advertisements show
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Sigma Sigma Sigma sister Tiffany Bell helps her sorority raise money for the Robbie Page Memorial Fund, which raises money to fund
therapeutic play for terminally ill children. Their second annual fall festival raised almost $900 for the foundation. The festival included games
such as needle in a hay stack, cupcake walk as well as many other activities.
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Rescued Horses and Other Attractions at
Rhoda Cooper's Zephyr Stables in Cumberland
MAKYSANSONE

Copy Editor
Located in Cumberland, Va. is
Zephyr Stables, a barn specifically
created to give rescued horses a
home. The owner, Rhoda Cooper,
has about 80 horses and offers
many different attractions to
horse lovers in the area. Zephyr
Stables offers trail rides, birthday
parties, riding lessons, pony
rides and horse camp.
Cooper has always had a love
for horses, but she did not always
know she wanted to open up her
own rescue barn. "My mom liked
horses when she was younger,
and my dad liked horses when he
was younger, but neither one of
them got to ride or actually have
any interaction with horses as a

kid, so when I expressed a love of
horses when I was a child, they
encouraged me," she said. "We'd
go to the Kentucky Horse Park,
and every time we'd drive down
the road and I'd see a horse, we
had to stop so I could get out and
pet it. And then I started taking
riding lessons, and it just kind of
grew from there."
According to Cooper, she
always knew she wanted to run
her own riding stables, but a
home for rescued horses was
not planned. When she was a
teenager, Cooper took in her first
rescue, a horse with bad arthritis,
and cared for her. The first stable
she opened was in Kentucky. She
said, "People would learn that I
took in a rescue, and they would
call me, and they would tell other

people, and they would call me,
and they would say, 'Hey there's
a horse you need to get over
here,' and it kind of blossomed
from there." After Cooper moved
to Virginia, the same thing
happened again.
A rescued horse can be in
almost any condition. Cooper
takes
in
starved
horses,
previously abused horses, injured
horses, basically any horse that
needs to be cared for better. "A
lot of them are injured," she said.
"[They] have some kind of injury
that keeps them from doing what
the person who has them wants
them to do. For example, I have
several horses here that their
owners like to jump, and they
had a leg injury, so they can't
jump anymore. They can't use

them for what they want, so they
gave them to me."
There are about 80 horses at
Zephyr Stables, and they each
have their own job. Some of them
are used for riding lessons, and
others are good for trail rides. "I
think all horses need a job; they
need to have a purpose, they
need to do something," shared
Cooper. If she does not have a
specific job at her stable for a
horse, she tries to find the horse a
home where he can have a good
purpose.
As far as the attractions at
Zephyr Stables go, there are
many offers made to the public.
Cooper said, "We do trail rides
to the general public. I do
riding lessons, both English
and Western. We do some horse

shows; we don't go to a whole
lot but we do some. I do pony
rides, birthday parties, horse
camp. I teach riding lessons for
kids, even as young as three; and
a lot of places won't start until
they're at least six. But I also
teach adults too."
Cooper charges $35 per person
for riding lessons. Trail rides
are $35 for an hour or $55 for
two hours. However; there is a
discount for people interested
in volunteering at the stable.
Cooper shared, "I have a special
discount for volunteers. If you're
a Longwood volunteer, and you
volunteer four hours a week, you
get discounted rides. So you can
get trail rides and/or lessons at
discounted prices because you
volunteer, so that really helps

us daily. But we have to ask
ourselves if advertisers and theii
agencies have an obligation tc
censor sex. In reality, society
has put the responsibility ol
censorship to children's parents
but in the ever-evolving world
of media, parents can only dc
so much. So again, the questior
is asked if it is the responsibility
of the advertisers to censor theii
ads? |
Of course, there are different
levels of sex. Half-naked peoplt
wearing bikinis are one thing, bu
are close-ups of a woman's figure
and facial expressions while
eating a delicious hamburgei
the same tiling? Even when
her expressions are dripping
with sexual suggestion? Now
children may not understanc
these hints, but they still see il
and could copy it. After all, then
is the old saying, monkey see
monkey do.
The human brain does not
fully develop until one is ir
their twenties. This means thai
children are growing up seeing
these images of sexual appeal
and they learn to interpret these
images.
The important thing tc
take away from this is thai
sometimes we are overwhelmet
with sex, but we don't ever
see i t Sometimes that is okay
and sometimes it is not. More
importantly, we need to realize
that sex is, in fact everywhere.
In the instance of childrer
seeing sex, it is hard to determine
what the correct action to take is
if there is even a correct action tc
take.
This is a sex column, so week
after week, there will be more
tales about sex: the ups anc
downs and the good and the
bad.
Just remember that how we, as
college students, see something
is often times not the only wa;
* to • see things. - Look through
a different lens, and you jus
might See something new.

This editorial is an opinion stated b
the writer and does not represent th
views of The Rotunda or Longwooc
University.

out a lot for Longwood students.
It's $20 a ride, so it saves you $15
when you ride."
The most important thing
Cooper wants people to know
about Zephyr Stables is that "If s
a big family, and I'm really, really
big on having fun and enjoying
horses. The competitive side, if s
not a big thing out here. I just
want people to have a good time
with horses, enjoy them and just
have a lot of fun."
If you are interested inhorses and
want to check out Zephyr Stables,
visit their website at http:/ /
zephyrstablesridingandrescue.
com /home or just stop by, or
call them at 434-390-8052. They
are located at 302 Putney Road,
Cumberland, Va. 23040.

Mark Your Calendars! Upcoming Events;
Wednesday, Nov. 6
Saturday, Nov. 9
-State of Virginia Special Agent and Criminal Profiler Ken Morris -1st Annual Breast Cancer Awareness Masquerade Ball
Wygal Auditorium, 8 p.m.
:
Longwood Center for the Visual Arts, 7 p.m.
-WMLU's Magic: The Gathering Tournament
Friday, Nov. 8
^
Dojo Connies & Games, 1-8 p.m.
-Longwood Company of Belly Dance Presents Danse Bazaar
Jarman Auditorium, 7 p.m.
Sunday; Nov 10
-Longwood University Percussion Ensemble Fall 2013 Concert -Knights of Columbus Joshua Bolt Benefit Brunch
Wygal Hall, 7:30 p.m.
^
St. Theresa Catholic Church Parish Center, 11:30 a.m.-l p.m.
-Phi Mu Delta Fraternity's Video Game Tournament for St. Jude
Children's Research Hospital " ^ H H H H P I ^ ^ " ' ^ '
Tuesday, No* 12 ^ J B P ^
Lankford Student Union, 7:30 p.m. | j
-Men's Soccer Big South Quarterfinals
Longwood University Athletics Complex, 6 p.m.

Arts&Entertainment
Lancer Productions Draws
Big Crowd with Second
Annual Casino Night
MARY SANSONE

Copy Editor
The ABC rooms of the
Lankford Student Union were
transformed into a fun casino
where Longwood students
could spend the night gambling
on Friday, Nov. 1.
Upon walking into the
casino, students were given
a box of chips to place their
bets with, provided by Lancer
Productions who put together
the event. No real money wasused for gambling.
The room was set up with
dim lighting and upbeat
music to set the mood for the
event. Tables were set up with
different casino games and
one to two Lancer Productions
members working each table.
The games included Blackjack,
Poker, Craps, Texas Hold 'Em
and Roulette. There were also a
couple slot machines that took
tokens handed out by Lancer
Productions.
Talking about where the idea
for Casino Night came from,
Jeffrey Reason, one of the
organizers of the event, said,
"We did it Parent's Weekend
last year. And it was a pretty
good success, so we decided to
do it again this year."
He continued, "I think it was

just an event that seemed like
a lot of students would have
an interest in. And, as we can
tell from in there, a lot of kids
do actually know how to do
the dice rolling and cards and
stuff."
As the night began, there
seemed to be some confusion
at several of the tables. Many
students who showed up to
gamble did not know the rules
of the games and some of the
Lancer Productions members
running the tables were still
learning as well. As the night
progressed, though, the rules
became clearer, and the games
ran more smoothly.
According to Reason, the card
games were the easiest to pick
up the rules for. Roulette and
Craps required a little more
time and practice.
The card games appeared to
be the most popular among the
students who turned up for the
event.
Blackjack, where the goal is
to get as close to 21 as possible
without going over, seemed
to always have a large crowd
around the table; though not
as many, Poker and Texas
Hold 'Em had a lot of players
throughout the night as well.
The point of these games is
simply to have a better hand

IFC Holds Olympics for Fraternities

than the dealer.
Roulette is where the dealer
spins a ball on the wheel and
the game participants have to
place bets and predict where
the ball will land. This table
had its own chips that you had
to play with by "purchasing"
them with your other chips.
Craps is a dice-throwing
game, and if you roll a seven
or an 11 on your first roll, you
win automatically. This game
was the one that seemed to be
the most confusing, both to the
players and the people running
the game.
Senior Camille Giles said, "I
thought [Casino Night] was
pretty fun. After we learned the
rules, it was pretty cool." She
said that it is an event she would
choose to go to again "if it was a
little bit more organized."
Giles explained that she chose
to go to Casino Night because
she "saw a flyer at the last event
they had, the carnival on Brock
Commons last week ... for
Lancer Madness."
According to Reason, Casino
Night had a great turnout, and
he would consider the event
a success. He said, "I want to
thank my whole entire staff at
Lancer Productions. They've
done a great job, and I couldn't
do it without them."
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SoDhomore Neil Reyes, junior Nick Conlgliaro, current President of Phi Mu Delta senior Ronnie Brown and senior
M ^ p r t * * in the Tug-of-War competition for the InterfraternHy Council (IFC)
O J ^ » « ^
Field. The IFC Olympics were a competition between the social fraternities on campus within IFC. Applications for IFC
are now available.

Theatre Department to
Perform Fruitful Comedy
Starting Thursday, Nov. 7
JESSICA GODART

A&E Editor
The second
theatre
performance of this school year,
"The Love of Three Oranges"
will debut Thursday night at 7
p.m. and will run Nov. 7-9 at 7
p.m. and on Nov. 10 at 3 p.m.
It will also run Nov. 11-16 at 7
p.m. and on Nov. 16 at 3 p.m.
The production itself was
written by Hillary DePiano and
is based on the setting of a Carlo
Gozzi play.
The story is comedic but
has been redone for the more
modem audiences.

Prince Tartaglia lives a hard,
merciless life filled with misery
when one day an evil queen
casts a curse on the prince
that requires him to go on an
adventure to search for three
giant oranges.
On his journey, the prince
finds love, friendship and
happiness along the way with
new friends both mystical and
real.
Originally, the performance
was written as a satirical opera
by Sergei Prokofiev until it was
revitalized into a comedy.
The first time the play
appeared on stage was in the

therotundaonline.com
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Create a catchy a c r o n y m unique to

longwood to help name the university's
new Quality Enhancement Plan. The
student that submits the best acronym
wins $100 of Lancer Cash!!

early 1920s in Chicago.
Longwood's rendition of the
play is directed by Associate
Professor of Theatre Pamela
Arkin.
Tickets for the show can
be bought at the campus box
office.
General public costs are
$10.00, $8.00 for faculty, staff
and senior citizens and $6.00 for
Longwood students with their
student IDs.
The tickets can also be
reserved online at etix.com and
printed out.

So what is the Quality Enhancement Plan (QEP)?
Simply, the QEP is Longwood's mission to enhance
our academics. The topic of our QEP is student
research.
An acceptable entry: A.R.C. could stand for
Academic Research for the Community

The contest begins Monday. Nov. 4th and
ends Friday. Nov. 8tn.

:

i

Submit entries to
h t t p s : / / d o c s g o o g l e . c o m / f o n r i s Z d / 17-zC
<j ie\
pfiQ6|RKaPT xlSshzrlvzcigQwrbYO-

by November 8th.

Wind Symphony to Honor 1963
Events in Upcoming Fall Concert
JESSICA GODART

A&E Editor

This coming Thursday
in J arm an Auditorium the
Longwood Wind Symphony
will host their fall concert by
representing
compositions
from the year 1963 that were
either composed during the
year or inspired by a famous or infamous - event in '63.
"One of the pieces that we
plan to play I knew was written
in 1963, and I just decided [to
do others] in the same year,"
said Dr. Gordon Ring, professor
of Music and director of the
concert.
The pieces were chosen
based on their cohesiveness
to the ensemble and the
performers. Five pieces will
be performed during the
night, including "Elegy For A
Young American" by Ronald
LoPresti
and
Adolphus

Hailstork's
"American
Guernica." LoPresti's piece was
inspired by the assassination
of President John F. Kennedy
while Hailstork's composition
describes the effects of the
bombing of the 16th Street
Baptist Church in Birmingham,
Ala.
"These particular pieces, I
think, fit our ensemble well,
and they'll go along with the
program well," said Ring.
Three
composers
are
specifically represented in Ae
concert, and those include
Alfred Reed, Martin Mailman
and Eric Osterling. All three
were dedicated composers
working for school bands on
various education levels.
Reed was also a member of
the Beta Tau Chapter for Phi
Mu Alpha at Baylor University.
Unfortunately, all three
composers have passed away
since 2000.

While attendees are entering
Jarman, they will have the
opportunity to see a poster that
will hang in the lobby depicting
a 1963 calendar with important
national and local events from
the year listed, including births
and deaths of famous figures.
19% alumnus, James Lyle,
will also be making a special
appearance at the performance
as a guest pianist accompanying
some of the pieces.
Associate
Professor of
Communications Jeff Halliday
will take part in announcing the
event.
The symphony will begin at
730 p.m., and on Friday, Nov.
8 the Percussion Ensemble will
host a concert at Molnar Recital
Hall.
Both concerts are free for all
audience members.

SIGN UP TO DECEIVE
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Bojangles' Farmville

to 99000

1501 South Main Street • Farmville, VA 23901
PH: (434) 392-3063 • FAX: (434) 392-3064
www.foc9book.com/Boiangl0sFarmville
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'Stay Calm. Shoot Straight. Here We Go.

'Erider's Game' Launches into the Box Office Despite Online Boycott
_

K YRIT DAVENPORT

Asst. Copy Editor
The movie adaptation for
Orson Scott Card's military
science-fiction novel "Ender's
Game" has been in the works
since the novel's publication.
Creative
differences
with
Hollywood writers were the
biggest issue in actually getting
a script written, according to a
2009 article from the Los Angeles
Times.
From that same article, Card
stated that he wanted a "film
where the human relationships
are absolutely essential - an
honest presentation of the story."
An official announcement for
a film adaptation was released
in April 2011, and the next two
years were spent creating the

film that was released in theatres
on Nov. 1.
According to The Hollywood
Reporter, the movie brought in
$28 million opening weekend,
despite the thousands of fans
who said they would boycott the
film because of Card's openly
anti-gay comments.
However, the film has nothing
to do with Card's view on samesex marriage.
Even though Card was credited
as a co-producer of the film, he
had no say in the final script or
any of the creative processes for
the film, and he will not receive
any of the proceeds from ticket
sales, according to TheWrap.
However, the film did speak to
the human aspects of his original
story that he hoped would be
included.
"Ender's Game" follows

the story of Andrew "Ender"
Wiggin, who is presumed to be
six in the novel but is played
by 16-year-old "Hugo" star Asa
Butterfield in the movie, as he is
recruited for training to become
the International Fleet's top
commander against the Formics,
an alien species who had attacked
Earth 50 years earlier.
Colonel Graff (Harrison Ford,
"Indiana Jones" series) of the
International Fleet takes a special
interest in Ender at Battle School,
where he learns how to utilize
different military techniques and
strategies.
Graff's plan is to get Ender to
leadership status quickly, so he
transfers him to the Salamander
Army, then almost immediately
gives him his own army to train,
the Dragon Army.
Ender leads the Dragons to

. .

.

.
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top ranking victory in the battle
training games and then Graff
sends him to Command School
on a planet near the Formics'
home planet.
After Ender is sufficiently
trained as a commander, his
army from Battle School joins
him, and they train some more,
using a simulation game for reallife battle situations.
The relationship between Graff
and the children he trained was
portrayed well. Graff sees the
children as soldiers instead of
young, innocent humans.
The portrayal could have been
improved if the actors were as
young as the characters were in
the book.
However, a few characters
were young-looking enough
that the audience could get the
idea that there was a mixture of

«
„ ^ U n n t i n n
A i M m n
elementary
school-age
children
and younger teens who were
being forced to train for a war.
Society itself had a crucial
relationship with the humans in
this movie. Thousands of lives
were lost in the first war with
the Formics, so the government
started to enlist genius children
to train as commanding officers
who would order soldiers into
battle.
Card can be satisfied with the
portrayals of the relationships
from his books, but they might
have been too subtle for someone
who has never read the original
novel to understand, especially
concerning society's role in
manipulating adults to force
young children to fight amongst
themselves for more power.
Longwood student Amber
Mattos agreed by stating, "I think

' \ A
O n o H
IftVl O
tTV
they Adid
a3 good
job
off trying
to keep it similar to the book.
However... in my opinion, there
were a couple of scenes from the
book that should've been in the
movie."
While every book made into
a film is going to have scenes left
out and changed around, this
is one of those adaptations that
could have used more from the
book to help the audience better
understand the plot.
As an actionfilm,though the
movie was visually appealing,
the actors were incredible and
the plot moved forward.
Senior Caroline Highland
said, "The movie kept me on my
toes the whole time!"
I give the movie four out of
five stars.

f l u i l

'Last Vegas': A-list Actors Don't 'Samcro' Keeps Up 'Sons
Always Make an A-list Movie
of Anarchy' Reputation

Photo Courtesy amhowt)iz.cofli

The movie "Lest Vegas" "In some ways was saved by actors previouslyreveredas the greats of our time: Robert
De Niro, Kevin Kline, Morgan Freeman and Michael Douglas."
ELIZABETH STAFULA

Asst. A&E Editor
A group of adolescent boys
in the 1950s running down the
street after having hilariously
and gloriously stolen a bottle
of scotch as well as defeating a
corner bully sets the stage for
the friendship featured in "Last
Vegas."
After this snapshot of the
past we meet the boys, now
men, 58 years later, in their
sixties. They meet back up after
an estrangement to throw a
bachelor party in, you guessed
it. Las Vegas.
To show that the group of four
boys presented in the opening
credits "have gone in completely
different directions despite their
inseparable bond," a trope that
has never before been beaten
quite as hard as this dead horse,
die men have literally traveled to
geographical opposite ends.
The remaining backstory is
illustrated through the dialogue,
quite inorganically, in order to
focus more on elderly jokes and
ice sculptures of nipples.
The terrible script tacky
artistry 'of the cinematography

and overall vision of the film
were held up with toothpicks,
and in some ways was saved
by actors previously revered as
the greats of our time: Robert
De Niro, Kevin Kline, Morgan
Freeman and Michael Douglas.
The four laugh, cry, fornicate and
look confused in what becomes
"the first bachelor party that
could be covered by Medicare."
The emotional range of each
actor, though uncoordinated,
was well thought through,
excluding Michael Douglas.
Douglas's range in this film
made no sense as it jumped from
intense contemplative gazes
portraying his elderly existential
crisis to the nonchalant, fake
tanned elderly jerk who proposes
to a 32 year-old at a funeral with
no middle ground to fill in the
blanks.
Robert De Niro snags the
emotional leading role amongst
the four, as the widowed friend
gone mad with grief. His scowl
and disposition lend themselves
to an intensity of characterization
that is robbed of its substance by
a corny script.
Morgan Freeman's character
ultimately carries the thin plot
line of the film in his hand.

moving the story along and
adding an emotional depth.
Freeman truly transcends on
the screen - making tragically
endearing geriatric jokes while
also pulling off expert comic
timing.
Of the four however, it is Kevin
Kline that portrays his character
most ardently. Acknowledging
the lost spark in their marriage,
his wife gives him a condom
and Viagra before he heads to
Vegas, essentially giving him
permission to cheat.
As he navigates the moral
ambiguity of this opportunity,
the struggle between carnal
and romantic desires is tactfully
demonstrated. This is in between
blatant product placements for
Grey Goose Vodka and Party
Rockers.
The current economic climate
has been demonstrated at the
beginning of this decade as older
actors take on less distinguished
roles in search of a paycheck.
Luckily, these actors, and
inevitably the meager integrity
of this film, are saved by the
hilarious performances that leave
the audience at least entertained.

Photo CnurtMyyfcttng.com

"With an abundance of plot lines and dramatic developments to keep them busy, followers of 'Sons of Anarchy' is
keeping fans hooked to t t e s t a C , u
* M l ¿w t i *
»
BEN STEMBRIDGE

• rt iwwfe that there-are potential Contributor
holes in Tara's scheming. With
so many people involved, such
Last week, the most recent as Jax's ex-wife Wendy, and fan
episode of FX's signature show favorite Wayne Unser (Dayton
"Sons of Anarchy'" premiered Callie), Tara has many loose ends
on Tuesday, Oct. 29. Following that she may have not thought
up one of the most talked about hard enough about.
episodes of the season, and
Unser, the former police
arguably the series, fans had chief of the fictional Northern
their eyes glued to the screen.
California of Charming, who
Fans are still reeling over the helped Tara set up the incident
actions of one Dr. Tara Knowles, with her miscarriage, was not let
the wife of Jax Teller (Charlie in to all the specifics of the plan.
Hunnam), President of the Sons This past week, Unser made his
of Anarchy Motorcycle Club. discomfort known to Tara, who
Tara, played by actress Maggie is struggling to hold herself
Siff, has done something so together. No one knows whether
drastic it didn't even seem like or not Tara will be able to come
her character.
out on top of this situation.
With the intention of keeping
Aside from the drama
her and Jax's sons away from revolving around Tara's actions,
her psychotic and overemotional the show focused on many other
mother-in-law, Gemma Teller intriguing plot lines last week.
(Katey Sagal), Tara inflicted an Jax, with the destruction of the
outrageous amount of pain upon "Samcro" clubhouse by the
herself. After locking herself IRA, has successfully moved the
in her office with Gemma, the operations of the club to a store
"pregnant" Tara thrust herself front, but is far from getting out
on the corner of her desk, of hot water.
forcing a miscarriage. When the
With the devastating massacre
authorities arrived, Gemma was of four school boys at the hands
blamed and Tara's plan appeared of a deranged young man, many
to have been successful.
law enforcement entities are
With this most recent episode. attempting to place the blame

on- the - Sons due to the gun
used during the tragedy. After
encountering a homicidal father
of one of the lost children, the
club and their constituents have
fully realized the gravity of the
current situation and aim to fix
the problem any way they can.
With Jax's endeavor to bring
the club out of the gun running
business and into a more
legitimate financial pool, a new
problem emerges out of the wake
of the arrest of club partner Nero.
Accused of the murder of one of
his escorts, Nero has taken the
blame for the school shooting.
Claiming to have given the
father of the shooter the weapon
for protection, the prosecutors
had no choice but to close most
of the case on the Sons. Being
a very popular edition to the
recent seasons, fans are hoping
that Jax will once again outwit
the club's opposition and save
Nero from life in prison.
Overall, fans of the acclaimed
show were not disappointed
with this past week's episode.
With an abundance of plot lines
and dramatic developments to
keep them busy, followers of
"Sons of Anarchy" is keeping
fans hooked to the show.

DVD Releases this Week: Grown Ups, Porn Stars and Very Angry Men
JESSICA GODAKT

A&E Editor
"Grown Upe 2" - When
Lenny relocates his family
back to the small town
where he and his friends
grew up, the group
realizes they have a lot
more to leam than they
think. Hoping to have his
kids become friends with
his old pal's kids isn't the
I only thing he has to worry
about, however when
the craziness from their
previous summer together
follows
them
home.
(Adam Sandler, Chris
Rode, Kevin James, David
Spade, Rob Schneider)

"White House Down" After Captain John Cale
is denied his dream job
of working as a Secret
Service agent protecting
the President, he takes his
daughter on a tour of the
White House. During their
tour, the White House
is taken over by armed
forces. With his daughter
and the President's life on
the line, Cale becomes the
only that can protect them.
(Channing Tatum, Jamie
Foxx, Joey King , Maggie
GyUenhaal,
Richard
Jenkins)

"Lovelace" - This movie
takes a look bade at the
life of Linda Lovelace, the
prominent porn star who
was abused throughout
her life by her huaband.
The film follows her as
she excitedly works in
the industry until it turns
scary and dangerous. As
she goes through her life,
Linda begins to try to
take her life bade from her
industry and her husband.
(Amanda Seyfried, Peter
Sarsgaard, Hank Azaria,
Adam
Brody,
James
Franco)

"Under the Dome: Season On&
- When | mysterious, dear dome
Mis over the small town of
Chester's MBI, everydne trapped
inside must now face the fad
that even their darkest secrets
are open to discovery. Loved
ones caught outside of die dome
have no way of contacting those
inside other than writing notes
ond holding them up, and those
•tuck inside have limited food
and water resources. As days go
by, the dome doesn't become die
only mystery to be solved. (Mike
Vogel, Rachelle Lefevre, Natalie
Martinez, Britt Robertson, Dean
Noma)

"Mad Men: Season
6" - Roger has been
delivered the news of
his mother's death and
must deal with it in his
own way while Peggy
becomes increasingly
arrogant at her job at
Cutler. However; the
first episode sets itself
up for the sixth season
when secrets reveal
themselves that could
destroy
everything.
(Jon Hanun, January
Jones, Elisabeth Moss,
Vincent
Kartheiser,
Christina Hendricks)

Also on DVD This
Week:
"Passion"
'Tarkland"
"As I Lay Dying"
Syrup"
"dear History"
'Ice Road Thicken:
Season 7'
"Law and Order The
Thirteenth Season"
"Magic City: The
Complete
Second
Season"
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Blackfish Documentary Spurs Outrage and Conversation
over Treatment of Animals in Captivity at Water Parks
appears the scientific community
has finally come face to face with
the conversation regarding the
ethical treatment of animals it
has so long tried to elude.
The recent release of the
documentary "Blackfish" on
news network CNN raised
some serious questions as to
the morality of keeping marine
mammals, specifically killer
whales, in captivity attractions
like SeaWorld when they've been
proven to have an intellectual
and emotional capacity far
beyond what was thought to
have been possible in an animal.
The film itself chronicles
the tragic death of a beloved

CELYNN KEEGAN

Opinion Editor
, With the recent developments
< >f genetic and psychological
esting, greater links are being
i (stablished between humans
, md other species of animals that
vave caused many to begin to
[uestion where the line should
1
ie drawn between man and
•east. We differentiate a human
>y its appearance, behavior and
atei; genetics.
With animal DNA matching
uiman DNA by up to 99%, as has
>een found in chimpanzees, as
veil as intelligence and empathy
>eing found in dolphins, it

SeaWorld trainer, who was
killed by one of her whales in
a rogue outrage. As the film
details, such an outburst by
this particular whale was not
uncommon, going so far as to
suggest with evidence to boot,
that Ate corporation concealed
many trainer injuries and deaths
as "trainer error" in an attempt
to avoid repercussions from
investigations into the treatment
of the whales at the facilities.
The whale that thefilmfollows,
Tilikum, is perhaps the cardinal
example of this mistreatment, as
he is taken from his mother as
a baby, kept in a shallow, dark
holding cell for hours on end and

. .« harassed
«
i by
i other
-J
is constantly
whales in the communal tanks
during the few opportunities
he had to interact with them abuses that left him scarred and
bloody.
While mistreatment of a human
child in this manner would
undoubtedly land all involved
in a sea of lawsuits, the loose
and often non-existent animal
protection laws do little to stop
die cruel treatment of killer
whales. This is where dungs get
sticky.
Consider the recent discovery
of the complex language and
emotional bonds between whales
that govern the interaction

between
the
creatures.
_«
»Ua
/*raatiiHM
Researchers have identified
numerous different calls, gestures
and behaviors with which whales
communicate, and have even
proven that whales base their
mating on social and emotional
reactions to their prospective
mate, and in captivity will not
willingly mate with a whale they
don't like (SeaWorld and other
captivity facilities negotiate this
breeding problem through the
use of artificial insemination.)
Does this display of humanlike emotions and intelligence
then grant the whales the rights
and privileges of humans?
By extension,
would
the

"putting
down" of an animal b<
"miiHino Hn
considered murder and woulc
the artificial insemination of
pair of unwilling animals tx
considered rape?
These are questions w<
shouldn't be asking; if we trulj
believe we are the most intelligen
beings on earth, how is it we fine
ourselves to be the perpetrator!
of such horrors on innocen
animals for entertainment? An<
if we would rather take tb
rational approach of acceptin
that we perhaps aren't the alpha
species of the animal kingdom
then maybe ifs time.for som<
apologies.

Course Registration Day Shuffle
Hold an Ethical Obligation to
Delay Holiday Displays?
KELYNN KEEGAN

Opinion Editor
Peppermint mocha lattes,
Christmas music at the mall,
lights ' twinkling in store
windows. Ifs the perfect
holiday scene, with one glaring
oversight; the calendar still says
October. While ifs undeniable
the retail industry has evolved
over time to create "cues" that
insight holiday anticipation
in consumers, what happens
when these cues start coming
just a little too early? While
some argue that setting out
the holiday decorations can
help to ward off winter blues, a
growing number of opponents
insist it can actually lead to
feelings of depression during
the •"most wonderful time of
the year."
To begin, ifs important
to recognize that the retail
industry is just that - an
industry. Its prime objective
is to make a profit. With the
rise of technology in recent
decades, however, it seems
the industry has grown into
more of a driving societal force,
with its domination of media
and social outlets that have
become the prime modes of
communications for most of the
developed world.
This raises the question,
consequently, of whether or
not this domination morally
obligates
the
commercial
industry to operate in the
public's best interest?
To suggest that the
commercial industry holds
an ethical responsibility to
operate in the consumer's
best interest assumes that this
responsibility stems from the
industry having a large impact
on consumer's lives, and as a
recent study published in the
Journal of Experimental Social

Psychology showed, it certainly
does. Through a series of trials
in which students of different
backgrounds, faiths, etc. were
exposed to traditional holiday
decor used by the commercial
industry around the holidays,
the study found while the
exposure to the holiday stimuli
increased feelings of happiness
in Christians, it actually caused
a rapid rise in the reporting of
depressed feelings by all other
respondents.
With the results of this study,
one could certainly argue that
the introduction of holiday
décor is, at best, insensitive
to the numerous religions
and
cultures
throughout
the country (and at worst, a
blatant expression of religious
stereotyping and favoring one
faith over all others,) many
argue that the decorations
are more about tradition than
actual religious sentiment, yet
this theory is not without its
faults.
The early introduction of
holiday décor as a means of
evoking fond memories of
tradition has long been the
industry's go-to argument
for keeping the plastic trees
glittering and carols blaring, yet
as Dr. Ron Hill of the Villanova
School of Business stated in
an interview with the local
news outlet CBS Connecticut,
"holidays in and of themselves
are often separated by some
demarcation... in time." he told
CBS Connecticut. "The end of
Thanksgiving is the proverbial
start of the Christmas season.
So people see this demarcation
as being important in part
because, when they overlap
... it disallows people to fully
engage in a holiday and enjoy
themselves."
Krystine Batcho, Le
Moyne College psychology

professor; further supported
his statement by adding,
"Saturating public space with
earlier and earlier holiday fare
is upsetting, because it violates
and devalues the psychological
role holidays play in our lives.
Their value depends upon their
distinctiveness and special
features. Earlier holiday décor
separates us from the actual
events that hold, and will hold,
such emotional meaning for
us."
While the negative impact
placing holiday décor has in
terms of acting as emotional
stimuli is clearly documented,
it still remains to be seen how
the commercial industry will
react. While from an ethical
standpoint one would hope
the industry would take
responsibility as the societal
force that it has become, it
cannot be denied that the
monetary benefits of exposing
consumers to products and
sales earlier than the calendar
would naturally allow is
overwhelming. New programs
such as layaway and payas-you-go allow consumers
to indulge in their holiday
shopping
sprees
without
feeling the immediate hit to
their pocketbook, and in turn
encourage spending a greater
amount of money over a longer
period of time.
Perhaps the question, then,
shouldn't be one of selecting
a calendar date for which it is
appropriate for commercial
companies to display their
holiday spirit, but rather to
consider at what point the
industry, withifspower in social
media and communication,
holds ethical responsibilities to
ifs consumers even when these
responsibilities might impact
profit margins.

KIRA ZIMNFY

Asst. Opinion Editor
Registration day may top the
list of the most stressed out
few minutes known to many
Longwood students. If you aren't
stressed, then you are one of
the lucky chosen few. For rising
upperclassmen, the morning to
register for the courses you want
is all too familiar. Freshman,
welcome to the most anxietyprovoking and rushed couple
minutes of your college existence.
Nothing says "Rise and
shine!" like the good old alarm
(or multiple alarms) you'll set
in order to punch in that CRN
number as fast as your little
fingers can type. Yes, freshmen,
while November may seem too
soon toregisterfor spring classes,
it is still time to make sure you
carefully select the ones you will
need to take next semester.
Unfortunately, no matter what
your year, registration day will
always seem intimidating and
stressful, so don't worry; we all
know how you feel.
Personally, I don't think this
day, however scary (yet oddly
enticing), will ever be a breeze.
Registration day is essentially like
a gamble. You know what you

PROPS & DROPS
Props:
+Cooler Weather
-«-Boots and high socks
+Peppermint Lattes
+An extra hour of sleep
+Warm Blankets
+Hot D-Hall Food
+Roombas
+Sheetz

Drops:
-Dark mornings
-A broken water heater
-Coffee that is too hot
-Having to warm up the
car
-Homework/Tests/Papers

want: the perfect schedule you've
created. However, when logging
onto your computer and signing
in, the game can turn with the
blink of an eye.
Okay, that's a little dramatic,
but if you think about it, you are
competing against every other
Longwood student in order to
win a seat in the courses you have
selected... After meeting with
your advisor, you should have a
fairly accurate plan of attack and
focus on the courses you want to
accomplish and take on.
Registration day gives you that
instantaneous rush of feeling both
a wave of anxiety and a thrill. It
sounds odd, but punching in the
codes for that particular class
deals with the fast-paced reality
of finding out if you got a spot
or seeing that the class is closed
already. Although, hopefully the
latter does not happen to you.
On the downside, you do need
to brace yourself in case you do
not get a course you wanted. It
might happen, so be prepared
and listen to your advisor when
they tell you to have a back-up
plan. It may take a little longer to
plan out your ideal schedule and
then a separate Plan B agenda,
but trust me it will most definitely
help in the long run.

Believe it or not, there are other
students in the same position as
you, scrambling to get a spot in
class. Lef s face it, there's no way
to stay calm when choosing the
courses for your spring schedule,
especially once the clock strikes 6
a.m. Thafs when ifs go time, and
you have to know what you want
and have a safety net as that backup plan.

Here are some
Registration Day quick
tips
Set an alarm (or a few)
and wake up before 6
a.m.
Turn on your computer
and make sure the
Internet is up and
running beforehand
Pull up your
myLongwood login
Have your planned out
schedule in front of you
Have your PIN number
at the ready (if you need
it)
Hustle, hustle!

Message from the
Longwood University Police
Department
Longwood University Police Department
Abbreviated list of Lost and Found Property
Contact: 434-395-2091
- Longwood IDs and Credit Cards
- Watches
- Room Keys and Car Keys
- Hats, Shirts, Sweatshirts, other clothes
- Glasses and Sunglasses with cases
- Rings and other Jewelry
- Flash Drives
'
-Electronics
-Knife
'
- Calculator
.
-.
- Cell Phones, iPhones, iPods • • H ^ H
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Men's Soccer Beats Presbyterian, Loses 2-1 Against App State
ERIC HOBECK

Sports Editor
The LU men's soccer team beat
Presbyterian in Farmville on Saturday,
1-0.

The win virtually assures the side of
hosting a Big South tournament game
for the first time next Tuesday, Nov. 12.
The game Saturday was devoid of
scoring for the first 78 minutes, until
Anthony Ugorji received a Daena Bodie
cross from the left side and scored what
proved to be the game-winner.
The Lancers (7-6-3, 6-2-1 Big South)
out-shot the last place Blue Hose 10-3
as freshman goalkeeper Carlos Canas
recorded his third shutout of the season.
"At this stage in the season, it's all
about substance over style. I don't think

we played our best today, but we got
the goal finally and held on against a
very spirited Presbyterian team," Head
Coach Jon Atkinson said.
Patrick McDaniel scored his first goal
of the season against the Appalachian
State Mountaineers in Boone, N.C. on
Tuesday, Nov. 5.
Donovan Japp scored in the 39th and
Tommy Labriola in the 56th minute for
ASU. Carl Carpenter made two saves.
The Lancers lost 2-1 and the
Mountaineers out-shot LU 10-5.
The final game of the regular season
is on Saturday at 2 p.m. at the Athletics
Complex, and it is also Senior Day.
Based on current standings, the team
is likely to be the No. 2 seed in the
conference tournament and will host the
No. 7 seed, who is to be determined with
the final weekend of games.

Laura Clarke

Anthony Ugorji scored for the Lancers In the second half leading the Lancers to victory against Presbyterian College on Saturday Nov. 2

Women's Soccer Upset in Conference Tournament

Field Hockey
Finishes Regular
Season Strong
ERIC HOBECK

Sports Editor
The LU field hockey team
finished the regular season
on a high note this weekend,
winning two NorPac games
in North Carolina to set the
stage for the first round of the
NorPac conference tournament
tomorrow in Lynchburg.
On Friday, the team looked to
be all but beaten at Appalachian
State, down 2-0 with six minutes
to play. However; the final five
and a half minutes proved to be
something special for Longwood
(8-11, 6-2 NorPac), with three
players scoring four times to
propel the Lancers to the win.
Vanessa Tapper scored at 64:29,
off a rebound passed by App
State keeper Sarah Anderson.
Hollie MacDonald tied it 2:18
later after a fight for the ball in
front of the net. Tapper scored
her second of the game, and
her career, with 2:59 to play
after dribbling around the ASU
defense and getting wide open.
Stacey de Grandhomme's tally

ERIC HOBECK

Sports Editor

with four seconds left was
the exclamation point on an
incredible comeback.
On Sunday, the Lancers played
Davidson and won 2-1. All three
of the match's goals were scored
in a nine-minute span, and it was
again a Longwood comeback
albeit a less shocking one, that
propelled the visitors to a win.
Nicole Deckard converted a Kim
Ruiter cross 13:32 in, and 4:48
later, Meghan OConnor assisted
on a give-and-go to Jennifer
Burris, giving the Lancers a 2-1
lead that they didn't lose.
Tomorrow, at the campus of
Liberty University in Lynchburg,
the team will play the No. 3 seed,
Pacific, in the NorPac's West
Division in the tournament 7 s first
round at 6:30 p.m. Longwood is
the No. 2 seed in the East behind
Liberty. If they win, they will play
the Stanford-Davidson winner
in the semifinals on Friday at 4
p.m. If they lose, they play the
Stanford-Davidson loser in the
final game of the season at 6:30
p.m. Friday.

The No. 3 Seed LU women's
soccer team fell to High Point
3-1 in the first round of the Big
South tournament in Farmville
on Saturday night.
The game began well enough
for the Lancers, who finished the
season at 9-9-2. Some pushing
and shoving in the box in the
sixth minute on the Panthers'
part led to an opportunity for
Kelsey Pardue to score on a
penalty kick which she did,
striking a clean effort into the left

er-,

-

side of the net.
Longwood retained momentum
from that goal for most of the half,
until High Point began to control
possession with crisp passes. The
Lancers looked like they would
head to the locker room with a
1-0 lead until a handball in the
box gave HPU's Taylor Parker a
penalty kick chance of her own.
Her shot hit the crossbar, but
LU goalie Shelby Hall fell to the
turf after her initial save attempt
and didn't get up in time to save
Sarah Sermonef s rebound, and it
was tied with 22.8 seconds left in
the half.

Photo By laura C

Senior Kelsey Pardue scored the single goal for the Lancers during the penalty kick at 531 on Saturday Nov. 2 against High Point on Saturday night.

"We weren't pressuring them
[and] we weren't keeping the
ball," Head Coach Todd Dyer
said of the end of the first half.
"When they got that penalty
kick late in the first half, that
really shook us up a little bit.
We tried to talk about it and tell
them to just brush it off ... even
the beginning of the second half,
they got us back on our heels a
little bit ... They played to their
strengths and we had a hard time
dealing with that.
"I didn't have a problem
with the call and conceding the
penalty; the problem I had was
that we spent the last 15 minutes
of the first half in our own end of
the field and getting pushed back
against our own 18."
High Point picked up where
they left off in the second half,
dominating most facets of the
match. They had little to show
for it until the 64th minute, when
Brooke Lisson's free kick found
Jenny Marshall, who headed it
in, giving High Point their first
i lead.
"We've got a pretty young
team, and if s tough to turn that
[momentum] around sometimes
when i f s working against
you like that, but again, it's a
tournament game, crazy things
happen," Dyer said.
Marshall scored again in the
88th minute, this time with a shot
from well over 30 yards out, to

wrap up the scoring and clinch
an appearance in the semifinal.
Dyer said, "The big thing is that
the first time we played them we
were able to pressure them early
defensively. When we didn't
have the ball, we were able to get
to them quickly and not allow
them time and space to play. It
just didn't quite happen [today].
"We finished third in the
league for the second time in
a row. I think we're one of the
better teams in the conference,
meaning top third. I think we're
good enough to win it. I think we
were last year; I think we were
this year. For whatever reason,
i f s just not our time ... hopefully
this [game] sticks and resonates a
little bit and we use it to win the
whole thing next year."
It was the final game in the
Longwood careers of Pardue,
Hall Chelsea Walter and Dana
Wallace.
In related news, five players
were named to all-Big South
teams on Monday. Pardue was
named to the first team, Gina
D'Orazio was named to the
second team and all-freshman
team, Alana Mackey received
an honorable mention, Kelsey
McDonald was placed on the
all-academic team and Amanda
Spencer was named to the second
team, all-freshman team and was
also named the conference's
Freshman of the Year.

STUDENT VALUE MENU!
All items specially priced for students...
Choose from the following:

www.dominos.com
434 392 3000

Medium two topping pizza
Large one topping pizza
Any two bread products
Any Artisan pizza

eoch only

$7.99

Become a fan on Facebook to hear about our weekly specials:

Domino's Pizza - Farmville, Virginia...

and WELCOME BACK!
\

j Dublin, Lancers
Geared Up and Ready
TRAVIS LYLES

Contributor

Photo By: M k e Kropf

The Longwood Men's Basketball team performs their rendition of Michael Jackson's Thriller'' with the women's basketball team at Lancer Lunatics'
Halloween themed Lancer Madness. This event drew national attention and had about 1000 Longwood students participate.

Men's Basketball Preview: Lancers Look to
Rebound from 8-25 in Upcoming Season
Jeylani Dublin.
"[Gee] wants us to get the ball
Sports Editor
and go and be fast," sophomore
guard Lucas Woodhouse said.
Last year, nobody could have
A key part of the transition has
predicted the 14-game losing
been the idea of "PACE," which
streak, the Liberty game or
stands for pressure, attack,
beating UNC Asheville.
compete and energize. "The
Now, the men's basketball literal word 'pace' is descriptive
team . has
more
negative of the type of tempo that we
predictions to defy as their want to play in," Gee explained.
second season in the Big South "We want to play at a certain
Conference gets underway. In pace and that pace is up-tempo.
the preseason poll released last I f s centered around putting
month, LU was predicted to pressure on the opponent, both
finish last in the North Division defensively and offensively, and
and 11th in the conference the ability to impose our will on
overall.
to them so that we can control
Practice has been going for the tempo. Thaf s the pressure
over a month now, and with end of it.
the first game of the season just
"We want to develop an
three days away, first-year head
attacking mindset and we
coach Jayson Gee has worked to
certainly want to be competitive,
institute a system of his own in and we believe the pressure,
place, one different from former the attack and competitiveness
head coach Mike Gillian.
will energize our fans and we
"We practice defense a majority hope to make Willett Hall a very
of practice, because thaf s dangerous place for people to
basically the main part of our come in and play."
system, to get defensive stops,"
Gee named a provisional
said redshirt junior forward
starting
lineup
ahead
of
Saturday's opener
at South Carolina
(1 p.m., WVHL
92.9): Woodhouse,
freshman
guard
Leron
Fisher,
senior guard TT
Carey, sophomore
forward
Karl
Ziegler
and
senior
forward
Jeff
Havenstein.
The decision to
start
Havenstein
was
announced
at
Big
South
Media Day on
Oct. 24 and raised
eyebrows
across
the campus. When
asked why he's
starting the 6-foot8
Havenstein,
who
averaged
0.7 points, 1.5
rebounds
and
The Men's and Women's Basketball teams
9.6 minutes last
partake In a dunking competition at Lancer
season, Gee said,

ERIC HOBECK

Madness.

"He's a good defensive player.
He's been one of the few guys
that have [sic] really picked
up what we're trying to do
defensively. He brings a level
of solidness, particularly to our
half-court defense, where he's
solid. We've got to run some
risks and gambles in the full
court, but in the half court, we've
got to be solid. Having Jeff back
there brings that solidness.
'The second reason is, Jeff has
size. We don't have a lot of great
size and depth this year. Jeff has
the necessary required size to
help us to be able to match up
with other teams physically at
the basket. Thirdly, he's a senior.
All these seniors are playing
with a great purpose and have
a goal to leave a legacy on this
program."
Gee also said that the captains
for the season haven't been
named yet and will be decided
by a player vote on the way to
the South Carolina game.
A key storyline heading into
the fall was the health of senior
guard David Robinson, who
was an instrumental force in the
run the team went on late last
season. The Richmond native
averaged 8.8 points in 2012-13
with a .775 free throw percentage
and made threes at a .345 clip.
Robinson was on the road to
recovery a few weeks ago before
re-injuring his shoulder in a
practice. Robinson is done for the
season, Gee mentioned, and will
undergo surgery in December.
His Longwood career is over but
he will stay with the team for the
duration of the campaign.
"Obviously, we're disappointed
that we're not going to have him.
It's a huge blow to our team ...
Losing him and having Mark
[Parker] out now with an injured
thumb, we've really lost some
key veterans that I was planning
on utilizing, particularly in the
early going."
Parker, a senior forward, is
expected to return in time for the
home opener against Mars Hill
on Nov. 16. Carey had a severe
bone bruise in September but is

"full go" according to Gee.
After the-team gave up 81
points a game last year, Gee's
focus is now on lowering that
number. "We're a long ways
away," he said. "Right now
we probably would give up 90
points a game with where we're
at defensively for a couple of
reasons. One, we're new and this
is a new system we're employing,
and i f s very different than
anything they've ever done in
the past with the way we defend.
Number two, there's been a
major change in officiating and
i f s going on all over the country
... to be honest with you, that
was a huge hit for the system I
play so we're currently trying to
make the adjustment.
"The first scrimmage we had,
the team shot 50 free throws and
in the second scrimmage we had,
the team shot 50 free throws.
Thaf s what I mean by, 90 points
a game, so we've got to make
an adjustment in terms of being
able to defend a little bit better
without fouling. Thaf s going to
be key.
"When you're rebuilding, and
maybe you're not fully loaded
in terms of the talent base [you
have], you need every advantage
you can get. Physical play is one
of those advantages. Now, if the
officials now are calling it a lot
tighter, that negates physical play
and gives the advantage to the
more talented team. Our players
know they're not the most
talented team in our conference;
they know that they're not the
most talented team than most of
the teams they're going to play
this year, so that was an edge
for us that we need to make an
adjustment for in terms of being
more sound defensively. I f s
going to be a challenge for us."

There is an old adage that says
life is 10 percent what happens
to you and 90 percent how you
react to it. Over the past few
years, the Longwood basketball
program has had a string of lows
including a 10-21 campaign in
2011, an 8-25 season last year
and the departure of now-former
head coach Mike Gillian from
the program after 10 years at the
helm last season. But the players
continue to see the glass as halffull, like redshirt junior forward
Jeylani Dublin who will carry the
program onward.
"I don't, think I have been
this excited for a season in a
while," said Dublin, who was
the team's third leading scorer at
10 points per game last season.
"Our tenacity on court will be
on a different level this year. I
guarantee we will get after it
every game and I think we will
be a fun team to watch."
Dublin has had his fair share
of disappointment throughout
his career but believes the
adversity has made him a better
player and more qualified leader
on the team. "[My] freshman
and sophomore year were kind
of slow," Dublin said as he
chuckled.
He continued, "I didn't play
much and then got injured
during my sophomore year and
had to sit out, but it was good for
me because it allowed me to be a
student of the game."
Dublin later said that he
used to get frustrated about the
hardships they passed through
as a team but advice from
former Head Coach Mike Gillian
changed the way he thought
about the game. "He [Gillian]
would always tell me to keep
my composure. I still use that
advice every day and I think it
has helped me as a player and
helped the team as a whole,"
Dublin said.
With nine players new to
Farmville in 2013, as well as a
fully new coaching staff, players
like Dublin who are experienced
and stay composed have to step
up and help make the transition
as smooth as possible. "I like the
fact that a lot of the younger guys

look up to me for help. They are
coming out of high school and not
fully accustomed to the college
pace and I like to help them out
and see them be successful," said
Dublin, who later raved about
the newly added athleticism and
depth of the team.
Dublin credits the steady shift
from Gillian to Gee to the teams
willingness to gel together early,
have collective leadership and
get on the same page defensively.
"He [head coach Jayson Gee]' is
looking for all of us to lead. He
says he isn't looking for just one
leader to run the show, -and I am
definitely on board with that,"
said Dublin. "We have a bunch of
young guys that are hungry and
eager to win and I think that has
inspired us as a team."
The Lancers were picked to
finish last in the North Division
of the Big South Conference this
upcoming season and 11th in
the league overall, but Dublin
thinks of the pie-season ranking
as nothing other than bulletin
board material. "I am just ready
to get into conference play and
show them we are not a last place
team," said Dublin, who was
clearly disappointed with the
ranking. "We have a lot to prove,
and have to play with a big chip
on our shoulder this season."
Dublin knows he will be
relied on heavily to execute
both offensively and defensively
and made it clear that people
can expect a different way of
play from him this season.
"Aggressiveness,
tenacity,
getting after it, and doing what
it takes to win. Not for me, but
for the team. Whatever it takes
for my team to win, thaf s what
I'll do," he said. "With the new
system Coach Gee has brought in,
my confidence is high and I can
definitely see myself performing
well," he later added.
When asked where the Lancers
would be at the end of the
season, it was obvious Dublin
was focused on one thing. "I
expect us to be competing for a
championship at the end of the
season," he said. "We have a
long road ahead of us and still
have room for improvement but
we will be ready for tournament
time."

After the South Carolina
game, the team will get ready for
a road game at Texas Christian
(TCU) on Tuesday Nov. 12 at 8
p.m. The Lancers will then have
three days to prepare for the
home opener against Division II
Mars Hill next Saturday night.

Women's Basketball Looking for Big Things
ERIC HOBECK

Sports Editor
While the dream may have
ended a game too soon for the
LU women's basketball team last
season. Head Coach Bill Reinson
is prepared to keep the ship
going in the right direction.
Two seven-win seasons before
last year led to a 14-19 record last
season, including a few weeks
spent in first place atop the Big
South and a late Cinderella
run ending in the Big South
Championship game, a 54-45 loss
to in-state archrival Liberty.
On the topic of having so many
key players, such as Chelsea
Coward, Erin Neal, Mieke
Elkington and Crystal Smith,

graduate last year, Reinson said,
"Ifs like having nine freshmen.
Even though we only have four or
five, we've got a lot of new faces
... I think we'll be a lot different,
but we'll still be exciting."
At Media Day on Oct. 24, the
Lancers were picked to finish
sixth of 11 teams in the preseason
poll, an increase from dead last a
season ago. Reinson said it feels
better and that "I think people
understand we have talent. I
think people also understand
that we're very young. I think
thafs a very optimistic spot to
be in and I think we can work
with it. As the season goes on,
we'll get better so it could be a lot
higher than that by the end of the
year but I'm not disappointed."

The Lancers, after opening at
Seton Hall on Friday at 8 p.m.,
play the likes of William &
Mary, Xavier, George Mason,
Richmond and Bucknell before
the Big South portion of their
schedule goes into full swing.
"Our non-conference schedule
is perfect," Reinson said. "We're a
very young team; we don't go on
the road a lot. We have three road
games in the non-conference and
then we have six at home. Playing
in front of the fans in Willett Hall,
for those young kids, if 11 be very
good for them, for their growing.
They'll have the support, as they
make the mistakes, as opposed to
going on the road and having the
people get on them a little bit."
Reinson will certainly rely on

sophomore guard
Daeisha
Brown, who was named to the
preseason all-conference team
in October.
He refers to Brown as a "5foot-2 stick of dynamite" and
also said, "Individually, I just
want to better myself from last
year, like last year I was all lefthanded, and this year I want to
go both ways, right and left...
She's improved her jump shot
and learned how to go right
a little bit; she was really left
handed heavy last year."
The Lancers' two games
against Liberty will be on Jan.
23 in Lynchburg and March 1 in
Farmville for the Lancers' final
regular season home contest.

Longwood Women's Basketball prepares for the 2013-2014 season after a 1419 record last season. The team was picked to finish In sixth of the 11 teams
In the preseason poll. Their first game of the season will be In South Orange,
NJ. on Nov. 8. Their first home game will be on Nov. 11 at 7 p.m. against
William & Mary.
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